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IMPORTANT DECISIONS

Abetment of suicide - Singular act of physically assaulting deceased -

Same not an instance of continuing violence against deceased and it was not of

such nature that deceased had no option but to commit suicide. (M.P.) 341

Anticipatory bail - Application directly to High Court - Application for

anticipatory bail to High Court direct is maintainable only when there are special

circumstances. (Allahabad) 070

Appeal against conviction - Cannot be dismissed in default but must be

taken up and decided on merits even if appellant in person or counsel representing

him is not present. (S.C.) 698

Appeal by victim for enhancement of sentence is not maintainable.

(S.C.) 739

Bail - Bail petitions must be taken up for consideration and disposed of

without undue delay. (Karnataka) 067

Bail - Cancellation - Complaint as to misuse of bail/anticipatory bail not

filed with the police - No ground for cancellation of regular bail/anticipatory bail.

(P&H) 606

Bail - Case transferred to another agency - Registration of crime by that

agency does not empower that agency to arrest the accused, who is already on

bail, without getting permission from the Court which granted the bail.

(Kerala) 411

Bail - If to be granted in an offence punishable with death or imprisonment

for life, Court shall state reasons for arriving at conclusion that there are no

reasonable grounds for believing that accused has been guilty of offence

punishable. (Kerala) 214

Bail - Rape - False promise of marriage - Victim being a major girl with

sound mind - There seems to be no question of anyone being in a position to

induce her into a physical relationship under an assurance of marriage - Bail

granted to accused. (Orissa) 249

Caste based remarks over mobile phone - Alleged conversation over

mobile phone not in public gaze nor witnessed by any third party - Held, alleged

use of caste words cannot be said to have been committed within the public view.

(P&H) 224

Charge - Submissions made by accused on merits at the stage of framing

of charge - Not required to be considered. (S.C.) 139

Cheating and criminal breach of trust - Opening of Bank account as

proprietor after dissolution of partnership deed - Not an act of cheating and

criminal breach of trust - Accused rightly discharged. (P&H) 446
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Cheating - Dishonest - No concealment is dishonest unless person

concealing it is legally bound to disclose it. (Allahabad) 726

Cheating - Dishonest - Not all concealment of material facts but a

dishonest concealment of an important fact amounts to deception.

(Allahabad) 726

Cheating - Transfer of property - Omission to disclose by seller that there

is a defect in title which defect buyer can with ordinary care discover does not

amount to cheating. (Allahabad) 726

Contraband - Non-examination of independent witness is a material

circumstance against prosecution and benefit thereof, ought to be extended to

accused. (P&H) 277

Contraband - Bail - Recovery slightly higher than commercial quantity

- Departure can be made from bar of S.37 of the Act when recovered contraband

is slightly higher than commercial quantity. (P&H) 591

Contraband - Independent witnesses completely denied of their presence

during search and seizure and that they only signed the documents at a different

place and time on instruction of Excise officials - Reasonable doubt arises in

prosecution case regarding search and seizure of contraband from possession

of accused. (Orissa) 778

Contraband - Sample - Not tampered - Burden is on prosecution to prove

- Head Constable and constable not examined that sample when it remained in

their possession not tampered - Simply because laboratory found seals to be intact

is not sufficient because these are not seals as fine as Bar Code or QR - Even

otherwise the sample was put in cloth parcel and not some tamper proof

unopenable packet - Prosecution miserably failed to prove that sample which the

laboratory tested remained un-tampered. (H.P.) 601

Criminal breach of trust - Absence of convincing evidence as to

entrustment of dowry articles - Proof of entrustment is one of the main ingredients

of offence of criminal breach of trust to attract an offence punishable u/s 406

IPC. (P&H) 759

Criminal misconduct - Petitioner, a public servant, performed operation

at a private hospital and obtained an amount of Rs.12,000/- - Act of petitioner

does not amount to criminal misconduct - Petitioner discharged. (Kerala) 150

Criminal proceedings - Quashing - In certain cases very same set of facts

may give rise to remedies in civil as well as criminal proceedings and even if

a civil remedy is availed by a party, he is not precluded from setting in motion

proceedings in criminal law. (S.C.) 205

Criminal trial - Contradictory statements regarding receiving information

by police - Adversely affects prosecution case and creates doubt in the

prosecution story. (Rajasthan) 262

Criminal trial - Criminal proceedings cannot be quashed by assessing

statements u/s 161 Cr.P.C. (S.C.) 594

Criminal trial - Delay of 1-1/2 months in recording statements of prime
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eye witnesses - Casts doubt on the veracity of prosecution and seriously affects

the credibility of Eye-witnesses. (Rajasthan) 262

Criminal trial - Dispute between parties purely of civil nature - Criminal

proceedings quashed. (S.C.) 379

Criminal trial - Recovery of weapon of assault after three months of

incident - Attesting witnesses of seizure memo have turned hostile - Recovery

of weapon of assault is doubtful. (Rajasthan) 262

Defamation - Acquittal in a case u/s 138 NI Act - Does not attract Ss.499

and/or S.500 IPC - Criminal complaint and summoning order quashed.

(P&H) 596

Default bail - Cannot be denied to accused on ground of rejection of his

application for regular bail earlier and on the ground of petitioner being habitual

offender due to his involvement in other cases. (P&H) 509

Default bail - Extension of limitation during lock down period - Not

applicable to filing of charge sheet. (S.C.) 162

Default bail - Once investigation agency files charge sheet within

prescribed period, right of accused to get default bail ceases. (Kerala) 386

Delay in compliance of S.157 Cr.P.C. - By itself not a good ground to

acquit accused. (S.C.) 365

Discharge - Defence of accused not to be looked into at the stage when

accused seeks to be discharged. (S.C.) 352

Dishonour of cheque - Prosecution of company without naming any

person as Managing Director is defective as even in case of holding Company

guilty, no one can be sentenced - Accused rightly acquitted. (P&H) 254

Dishonour of cheque - Compromise - Conviction set aside - Accused

directed to deposit compounding fee of Rs.1000/- instead of 15% of cheque

amount. (H.P.) 319

Dishonour of cheque - Accused seeking permission to examine himself

as his own witness after defence evidence was closed - There is no bar to

examination of accused as his own witness in disproof of charge against him

before judgment. (P&H) 728

Dishonour of cheque - Additional evidence during pendency of appeal -

Application filed to lead additional evidence to fill up lacuna - Application rightly

dismissed. (P&H) 640

Dishonour of cheque - Additional evidence - Law as to - Analysed.

(Kerala) 091

Dishonour of cheque - Amount advanced on basis of personal relations

- Preparation of other documents not required. (Chhattisgarh) 200

Dishonour of cheque - Complaint filed on the basis of dishonour of

cheque for the second time - Fact of cheque dishonoured earlier concealed in

the complaint - Complaint is maintainable. (P&H) 494
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Dishonour of cheque - Compromise in Lok Adalat - Default in payment

- Award of Lok Adalat can be executed as a Civil decree or as per provision of

S.431 Cr.P.C. - If there is a term agreed that the complainant can enforce the

compromise on default by resorting to S.431 of Cr.P.C., then complainant would

be well within his right to do so - If there is no such term agreed, then award

passed by the Lok-Adalat can only be enforced as a Civil decree.

(Karnataka) 370

Dishonour of cheque - Delay - Expression `Sufficient Cause' shall be

understood and applied in a practical, pragmatic and reasonable manner.

(Kerala) 082

Dishonour of cheque - Delay - Cannot be condoned without notice to

accused and without granting him an opportunity of being heard in the matter.

(Kerala) 082

Dishonour of cheque - Direction to deposit 20% of cheque amount -

S.143-A of NI Act came in statute book subsequent to commitment of offence

- Direction to deposit 20% amount of cheques set aside. (Bombay) 051

Dishonour of cheque - Hand loan of Rs.75,000/- - Accused known to

complainant for more than five years - Failure to obtain promissory note or nay

other document at the time of giving loan cannot be said to be fatal.

(Madras) 159

Dishonour of cheque - Lawyers notice - Not signed - No requirement

that notice should be in a signed form - Proviso to S.138 of NI Act states `giving

a notice in writing' and not `by giving a notice in writing with signature' - Since

there was demand of money as such notice without signatures of lawyer cannot

be held to be a defective notice. (Kerala) 583

Dishonour of cheque - Loan of 23 lakhs - Failure to prove financial

capacity of lending such a huge amount - Complainant himself admitted that he

was under debt - Accused rightly acquitted. (P&H) 696

Dishonour of cheque - Loan of Rs.2 lakhs - Financial capacity -

Complainant employed as driver and getting salary of Rs.7,500/- per month - Loan

not substantiated with any supporting material - Accused acquitted.

(Madras) 575

Dishonour of cheque - Loan on basis of personal relations - Complainant

capable to advance loan - Preparation of other documents are not required.

(Chhattisgarh) 762

Dishonour of cheque - Loan - Loan shown in Income tax return but same

not produced - When legal presumption available is not rebutted then no

corroboration is required to version of complainant by submitting income tax

return. (Chhattisgarh) 762

Dishonour of cheque - Notice - Issued beyond 30 days from the date

of return memo - Complaint is not maintainable. (Delhi) 121

Dishonour of cheque - Notice - Mistake in notice in mentioning number

of cheque does not make the notice defective or invalid. (Kerala) 568
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Dishonour of cheque - Notice - No requirement to mention cheque

number in notice. (Kerala) 568

Dishonour of cheque - Notice - When notice is sent by registered post,

presumption of deemed service arises, provided it is proved to be dispatched in

correct address of noticee. (Kerala) 803

Dishonour of cheque - Offence by company - Plea of resignation of

Directors - No proof as to acceptance of resignation - Order of issuance of

process against applicants needs no interference. (Bombay) 439

Dishonour of cheque - Presumption available to complainant not rebutted

- No corroboration is required to version of complainant by submitting income

tax return. (Chhattisgarh) 200

Dishonour of cheque - Where cheques are used for a certain contract/

agreement and not towards discharge of any debt or any other liability, offence

u/s 138 of the Act is not attracted. (P&H) 661

Dishonour of cheque - While dismissing complaint, trial Court held that

ink used to fill up the cheque is different and witness could not tell as to who

had filled up the cheque - Magistrate has taken a reasonable and probable view

on appreciation of evidence. (P&H) 661

Examination-in-chief of PW1 recorded in absence of accused as well

as his counsel - Trial Court directed to recall PW1 and record his examination-

in-chief in accordance with law. (Allahabad) 586

Imprisonment in default of payment of fine - Cannot be deemed to

be sentence - Accused can avoid imprisonment in default of payment of fine,

by paying payment of fine. (Kerala) 362

Maintenance - Agreement not to claim maintenance - Opposed to public

policy - Agreement is void and unenforceable. (Kerala) 337

Offence by company - Prosecution of Managing Director - Allegations

must be incorporated in the complaint referring to the specific instances of

involvement of Managing Director in that capacity and the mode of involvement.

(Kerala) 110

Offence u/ss 498-A, 506, 323, 406, 34 IPC -- Husband and wife

compromised the matter - Proceedings quashed against distant relative of

husband and wife. (S.C.) 001

Preparation of forged agreement for sale - If civil remedy is available

to an aggrieved person, it does not oust jurisdiction of a criminal Court.

(Jharkhand) 311

Private defence - Not available to aggressor party who commenced

assault on the complainant party. (S.C.) 514

Quashing of FIR - Allegations in FIR is matter of investigation - Finding

in respect thereof cannot be recorded at this stage - FIR cannot be quashed.

(Rajasthan) 400

Rape - Victim forced to marry `K' - Testimony of victim that she was
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kept as wife of accused `K' - No allegation whatsoever that she was subjected

to sexual intercourse by accused `K' - Conviction of `K' u/s 376 IPC cannot be

sustained. (Rajasthan) 281

Rape - Sole testimony of prosecutrix - Material contradictions found in

testimony of prosecutrix - Solitary version of prosecutrix cannot be taken as a

gospel truth at face value in absence of any other supporting evidence - Conviction

and sentence set aside - Accused acquitted. (S.C.) 459

Release of mobile phone seized in course of search conducted under

NDPS Act - Magistrate has power to consider claim u/s 451 Cr.P.C. when article

or thing is other than narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances, controlled

substances and conveyances seized under the Act. (Kerala) 791

Release of vehicle - Vehicle not used in commission of offence - Rival

claims of ownership - That does not warrant seizure of vehicle. (S.C.) 493

Two incidents on the same day - Court in summoning order did not

believe second incident as alleged in the complaint - Non believing of one part

of the incident in complaint throws a shadow of doubt on the earlier part of the

incident as alleged - Criminal proceedings quashed. (S.C.) 751

Voice sample - Notice to accused - Not required when direction of Court

was on a request by investigating agency in the course of investigation.

(Kerala) 770

*****
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SUBJECT INDEX

CONSERVATION OF FOREIGN EXCHANGE AND
PREVENTION OF SMUGGLING ACTIVITIES ACT,

1974

S.3 - Detention order - Person can be detained under the Act, even if
he is in judicial custody. (S.C.) 414

S.3 - Detention order - Recovery of 8 kgs gold of foreign origin -
Detaining authority while passing detention orders was aware of fact that
detenus are actually in custody and there is real possibility of their being
released on bail and that on being so released they would in all probability
indulge in prejudicial activities and therefore it is essential to prevent them
from smuggling gold and foreign currency in future - Detention order shows
application of mind based on material available on record, facts and
circumstances of case, nature of activities and propensity of detenus indulging
in such activities - High Court committed error in setting aside detention order
on the ground that there is clear lapse and failure on part of Detaining Authority
- Order of High Court set aside - Detention order restored. (S.C.) 414

S.3 - Detention order - Recovery of 8 kgs gold of foreign origin -
Detenus have been granted bail on the very same date the order of detention
was quashed by High Court - Therefore, apprehension in the mind of Detaining
Authority that detenus are likely to be released on bail was well founded and
fortified - High Court committed error in quashing and setting aside detention
orders on the ground that there is clear lapse and failure on part of Detaining
Authority to examine and consider germane and relevant question relating to
imminent possibility of detenus being granting bail, while recording its subjective
satisfaction and passing detention orders - Order of High Court set aside -
Detention order restored. (S.C.) 414

S.3 - Detention order - Setting aside - Non-consideration of relevant
facts - When detention orders were passed by Detaining Authority, neither
Sponsoring Authority nor even Detaining Authority was aware of any retraction
petition of one of detenue - Under such circumstances, there was no occasion
and/or reason for Detaining Authority to consider retraction statement of said
retune - It cannot be said that non-consideration of said detenue's retraction
petition, detention orders have been vitiated - Detention order restored.

(S.C.) 414

CRIMINAL PROCEDURE CODE, 1973

S.53 - Voice sample - Notice to accused - Not required when direction
of Court was on a request by investigating agency in the course of investigation.

(Kerala) 770

Ss.73, 82 - Non-bailable warrants - To be issued when : (i) it is
reasonable to believe that person will not voluntary appear in Court; or (ii)
police authorities are unable to find person to serve him with a summon; or
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(iii) it is considered that person could harm someone if not placed into custody
immediately. (Rajasthan) 466

S.70(2) - Conversion of bailable warrants into non-bailable warrants -
Offence u/s 3 of PMLA - Offences under PMLA are cognizable and non-
bailable as per S.45 of PMLA Act - Court below after taking into account the
nature of allegations levelled against accused, role of accused, impact of
alleged offences on society and scope of interference in economic matters by
giving undue leverage to accused affecting interest of society, rejected prayer
of accused in rightful manner - No interference warranted in impugned order
of rejection of application u/s 70(2) Cr.P.C. (Rajasthan) 466

S.73 - Arrest warrants - Magistrate has jurisdiction and power to issue
warrant of arrest, which can be directed against any escaped convict, proclaimed
offender against any person who is an accused of a non-bailable offence and
is evading arrest - Thus, person against whom warrant of arrest can be
issued, must fall in either of said three categories. (Jharkhand) 496

S.73 - Arrest warrants - Mere absence of accused cannot give rise to a
presumption that he is evading arrest, which in turn cannot be sole ground to
issue warrant of arrest. (Jharkhand) 496

S.73 - Arrest warrants - Only being an accused of a non-bailable
offence is not a ground to issue warrant of arrest, as per provisions of S.73
Cr.P.C. (Jharkhand) 496

S.73 - Arrest warrants - Order issuing warrant of arrest, without
recording satisfaction that accused are evading their arrest, is not in consonance
with provision of S.73(1) Cr.P.C - Satisfaction of Court should be reflected in
order itself - Order by which non-bailable warrant of arrest issued against
petitioners quashed and set aside. (Jharkhand) 496

S.82 - Issuance of processes u/s 82 Cr.P.C - Merely because accused
are absent, Court issued process u/s 82 Cr.P.C in a most mechanical manner
without recording subjective satisfaction as to why it is necessary to issue
proclamation - No material on record that Court has reasons to believe that
petitioners have absconded or are concealing themselves so that warrant cannot
be executed - Further neither place, nor date of appearance of accused is
mentioned in order sheet, recording of which is mandatory in terms of S.82(1)
Cr.P.C - These laches make order issuing processes u/s 82 Cr.P.C absolutely
bad and unsustainable in eyes of law and thus, set aside. (Jharkhand) 496

S.83 - Attachment of property u/s 83 Cr.P.C - In a case where processes
in terms of Ss.82, 83 Cr.P.C are issued separately, then without recording a
statement as envisaged u/s 82(3) Cr.P.C, attachment order u/s 83 Cr.P.C
cannot be issued - Since there is no statement in compliance of S.82(3) Cr.P.C
on record, order of attachment u/s 83 Cr.P.C is bad in law and thus, set aside.

(Jharkhand) 496

S.125 - Maintenance to wife - An agreement entered into by a wife
waiving or abandoning statutory right to claim maintenance from husband, is
opposed to public policy and void and hence unenforceable and it does not
preclude her from claiming maintenance u/s 125 Cr.P.C. (Kerala) 337

Ss.125(3), 421 - Maintenance - Default in payment - Issuance of non-
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bailable warrants - Magistrate has no jurisdiction to issue warrant of arrest
straight way against husband liable for payment of maintenance allowance in
event of non-payment of maintenance allowance within time fixed by Court
without first levying amount due as fine and without making any attempt for
realization that fine in one or both modes for recovery of that fine as provided
u/s 421(1)(a), (b) Cr.P.C. as by issuance of distress warrant for attachment
and sale of movable property belonging to defaulter as contemplated u/s 421(1)(a)
Cr.P.C. and without first sentencing defaulter to imprisonment after execution
of distress warrant. (Allahabad) 058

S.145 - Order u/s 145 Cr.P.C - Provision of S.145(1) Cr.P.C mandates
that Magistrate shall make an order in writing, stating grounds of his satisfaction.

(Allahabad) 564

S.145 - Order u/s 145 Cr.P.C - Quashing of order - Magistrate on basis
of presumption rejected claim of applicant that she is in possession over plot
in dispute and has accepted objections filed by respondents - Neither Magistrate
has called for any police report regarding spot inspection of plot in dispute nor
has obtained other information as is required u/s 145 Cr.P.C - Magistrate had
not applied his mind while passing impugned order - Impugned orders set
aside - Matter remanded to Magistrate for fresh consideration.(Allahabad) 564

S.154, Indian Penal Code, 1860, Ss.376(2)(i)(j), 109, Protection of
Children from Sexual Offences Act, 2012, Ss.16, 17, 3, 4 - Delay in
lodging FIR - Rape case - FIR lodged after five days of incident - Sister of
prosecutrix and her friend offered an explanation which is plausible one that
families of accused and co-accused are practicing black magic and therefore
entire citizenry of village are under their fear - In view of this when threat
was extended to prosecutrix and her sister not to disclose said fact to parents
or grandmother or police, same cannot be taken exception and it is most
natural - Prosecutrix was thereafter suffering pain in her stomach due to
sexual assault on her in her very primary age and therefore, there was no
option for her but to disclose incident - Delay in lodging FIR not fatal to
prosecution case. (Bombay) 643

Ss.154, 322, 323 - Two FIRs - Clubbing of cases - First FIR was
registered against petitioner on account of demanding bribe - Subsequent to
registration of first FIR, when official residence of petitioner was searched, a
huge amount in cash and certain documents regarding disproportionate assets
were found in possession of petitioner, qua which second FIR was registered
under P.C. Act - Both the FIRs, therefore are based on different set of
allegations and cannot be clubbed or tried together - Application rightly dismissed.

(P&H) 703

S.157 - Delay in compliance of S.157 Cr.P.C. - By itself not a good
ground to acquit accused. (S.C.) 365

S.157 - Delay in sending FIR to Magistrate - Murder case - Intimation
to Magistrate sent by post - It cannot be said that shape has been given to
story later on or that there was delay in receipt of intimation of report by
Magistrate. (S.C.) 218

S.157 - Non compliance of S.157 Cr.P.C. - Even when prosecution fails
to prove that S.157 Cr.P.C. was complied with then also the effect thereof has
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to be assessed - Merely delay in compliance of S.157 Cr.P.C. by itself is not
fatal to prosecution - All it does is to raise a doubt that prosecution story may
have been concocted at a later stage - In the instant case there is sufficient
material to show that copies of FIR were sent to other officials as required
under U.P. Police Regulations - Therefore, there was no false FIR lodged after
consultation. (S.C.) 794

S.167 - Final report - S.167 Cr.P.C, cannot be construed as containing
period of limitation for filing of final reports, as S.167(2) Cr.P.C does not bar
filing of final report even after period specified therein. (Madras) 715

S.167(2) - Default bail - Cannot be denied to accused on ground of
rejection of his application for regular bail earlier and on the ground of petitioner
being habitual offender due to his involvement in other cases. (P&H) 509

S.167(2) - Default bail - Charge sheet filed within time - Charge sheet
set aside as investigation entrusted to CBI - Order to entrust investigation to
CBI passed by single Judge of High Court challenged and appeal there against
pending before Division Bench - Held, non existence of charge sheet against
accused during interregnum does not inure to the accused to claim default bail
u/s 167(2) Cr.P.C. (Kerala) 386

S.167(2) - Default bail - Final report filed within time - As investigation
entrusted to CBI as such final report set aside - Held, once investigation
agency files charge sheet within prescribed period, right of accused to get
default bail ceases. (Kerala) 386

S.167(2) - Default bail - Merits of case could not be considered while
considering application for grant of default bail. (P&H) 509

S.167(2) - Default bail - Once accused is released on bail u/s 167(2)
Cr.P.C, he cannot be re-arrested by cancelling bail, merely on filing of charge
sheet. (Kerala) 386

S.167(2) - Default bail - Order of extension of limitation passed on
20.03.2020, in an earlier judgment during lock down period - Said order
cannot be read to mean that it ever intended to extend period of filing charge
sheet by police - Charge sheet could have been filed/submitted even during the
lock down period and I.O. was not precluded from filing/submitting charge
sheet within the stipulated period before Magistrate. (S.C.) 162

S.167(2) - Default bail - Right of default bail is not affected by Supreme
Court Order of extending limitation for filing cases in view of COVID-19 lock
down - Denial of such right thus, definitely amount to violation of his
fundamental right u/art 21 of Constitution of India - Petitioner held, entitled to
default bail with conditions. (Madras) 715

S.167(2) - Default bail - Right of prosecution to file charge sheet even
after period of 60 days/90 days is not barred - But without filing a charge
sheet they cannot detain an accused beyond said period when accused prays
to Court to set him at liberty due to non-filing of charge sheet within period
prescribed. (S.C.) 162

S.167(2), Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act, 1985,
Ss.22, 29 - Default bail - Recovery of 10 intoxicant tablets of Alprazolam and
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150 loose intoxicant tablets - Non-commercial quantity - Report u/s 173(2)
Cr.P.C was not filed by police within period of 60 days - On expiry of period
of 60 days indefeasible right to grant of default bail accrued to petitioner -
Petitioner availed the right by filing application for grant of default bail and
right to grant of default bail could not be defeated by subsequent filing of
report u/s 173(2) Cr.P.C - Default bail granted to petitioner. (P&H) 509

S.167(2), Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act, 1985,
Ss.22, 29 - Default bail - Recovery of 10 intoxicant tablets of Alprazolam and
150 loose intoxicant tablets - Where total quantity recovered from possession
of accused did not fall in category of commercial quantity, there was no
justification to reject application for grant of default bail on ground of non-
receipt of FSL report. (P&H) 509

S.173(2) - Re-investigation - At the instance of police or investigating
agency cannot be ordered. (Kerala) 628

S.173(8) - Further investigation is sought to be conducted by a competent
officer without report on additional evidence collected and that too in respect
of an investigation concluded by an investigating officer - Supplementary
report proposed to be filed could only be very same report already taken
cognizance of by Court below - Present attempt is to make investigation
which stands illegal and vitiated for being held by detecting officer himself
legal by causing a supplementary report laid by an officer other than detecting
officer which strictly is impermissible under Cr.P.C - Impugned order allowing
prayer to stop trial of case till a supplementary report is filed in case is set
aside - Trial shall proceed with by Court below on basis of charge already
framed by it. (Kerala) 628

S.173(8) - Further investigation - Can be directed by Magistrate only on
request being made by an investigating agency/officer and that too in
circumstances wherein additional materials have been collected in evidence to
secure fair investigation and trial. (Kerala) 628

S.173(8) - Further investigation - Invocation of power u/s 173(8) Cr.P.C
could only be sought in a context wherein additional evidence either oral or
documentary was collected and a report with reference to those was filed
before Court. (Kerala) 628

Ss.177, 178, 482, Indian Penal Code, 1860, Ss.498-A, 323, 406, 506,
34 - Jurisdiction of Court - Cruelty - Quashing of FIR - All the offences itself
complained arose in USA - Parties had invoked jurisdiction of US Court for
their matrimonial dispute and all disputes stand settled - FIR at Panipat would
not be sustainable qua petitioner - FIR quashed. (P&H) 742

S.202 - Inquiry - While conducting/holding an inquiry u/s 202 Cr.P.C.,
Magistrate is required to consider whether a prima facie case is made out or
not and whether criminal proceedings initiated are an abuse of process of law
of the Court or not and/or whether dispute is purely of a civil nature or not
and/or whether civil dispute is tried to be given a colour of criminal dispute or
not. (S.C.) 379

S.203 - Dismissal of complaint u/s 203 Cr.P.C - Magistrate did not
consider it necessary to proceed on police report u/s 173(2) as accusations
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were false and issued notice to complainant as to why final report by police
be not accepted - Complainant filed protest petition which was registered as a
complaint case - Magistrate after hearing complainant and not being satisfied
dismissed complaint u/s 203 Cr.P.C - It was therefore, not a rejection of an
application u/s 156(3) Cr.P.C as contended by complainant - Complaint dismissed
u/s 203 Cr.P.C. (S.C.) 397

S.216, Indian Penal Code, 1860, S.406, Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961,
Ss.3, 4, 6 - Addition of charge u/s 406 IPC and Ss.3, 4, 6 of Dowry
Prohibition Act - No specific allegations with regard to entrustment of property
and also misappropriation of same by A-1 to A-3 - In absence of any material
both the Courts below have rightly rejected prayer seeking addition of S.406
IPC and Ss.3, 4, 6 of Dowry Prohibition Act. (Telangana) 125

Ss.216, 217 - Alteration/amendment of charge - Prosecution witnesses
examined prior to alteration/amendment of charge - No cross examination of
prosecution witnesses has taken place insofar as alteration/amended charges
are concerned - If accused are not provided an opportunity to cross examine
prosecution witnesses then trial will be vitiated - Trial Court to provide an
opportunity to accused to cross-examination PWs in interest of justice.

(Allahabad) 635

S.227 - Discharge - Defence of accused not to be looked into at the
stage when accused seeks to be discharged u/s 227 Cr.P.C. (S.C.) 352

S.227 - Discharge - Principle established u/s 227 Cr.P.C is to take
materials produced by prosecution, both in the form of oral statements and
also documentary material and act upon it without it being subjected to
questioning through cross-examination and everything assumed in favour of
prosecution - If a scenario emerges where no offence as alleged is made out
against accused, it undoubtedly would enure to benefit of accused warranting
trial Court to discharge accused. (S.C.) 352

S.227, Indian Penal Code, 1860, Ss.354, 354-A, 354-B, 376(2)(f),
376(2)(k), 341, 342 - Discharge - Sexual abuse - Sufficient material on
record against accused - There is more than prima facie case against accused
for which he is required to be tried - Some submission made by accused on
conduct of prosecutrix are required to be dealt with and considered at an
appropriate stag during trial - Same cannot be considered at this stage of
framing of charge - Charges rightly framed against accused and accused
rightly refused to be discharged - No interference warranted in the impugned
order. (S.C.) 139

Ss.228, 227 - Framing of charge - Submissions made by accused on
merits at the stage of framing of charge - Not required to be considered.

(S.C.) 139

S.235(2) - Death sentence - Pre-conviction hearing - If accused is
afforded a real and effective opportunity to plead his case with respect to
sentencing, whether simply by way of oral submissions or by bringing pertinent
material on record, there is no bar on pre-sentencing hearing taking place on
same day as pre-conviction hearing. (S.C.) 664

S.245, Indian Penal Code, 1860, Ss.420, 406 - Discharge - Cheating
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and criminal breach of trust - Opening of Bank account as proprietor after
dissolution of partnership deed - Not an act of cheating and criminal breach of
trust - Accused rightly discharged. (P&H) 446

S.293(4) - Chemical Analyser's report is admissible in evidence, though
not exhibited in view of S.293(4) Cr.P.C. (Bombay) 643

S.317 - Examination-in-chief of PW1 recorded in absence of accused
as well as his counsel - Trial Court directed to recall PW1 and record his
examination-in-chief in accordance with law. (Allahabad) 586

S.372 - Appeal by victim for enhancement of sentence is not maintainable
- Victims right of appeal is restricted to three eventualities, namely, acquittal of
accused, conviction of accused for lesser offence or for imposing inadequate
compensation - There is no provision for appeal by victim for questioning
order of sentence as inadequate. (S.C.) 739

S.386 - Appeal against conviction - Cannot be dismissed in default but
must be taken up and decided on merits even if appellant in person or counsel
representing him is not present. (S.C.) 698

S.391 - Additional evidence - It is desirable that an application u/s 391
Cr.P.C. is heard immediately after it is filed without waiting for appeal to be
finally heard. (S.C.) 483

Ss.401(2), 203 - Revision - Dismissal of complaint u/s 203 Cr.P.C -
Where complaint is dismissed u/s 203 Cr.P.C and same is challenged in Sessions
Court by filing revision, accused have a right to be heard in such revision.

(S.C.) 397

S.427 - Concurrent running of sentences - For S.427(1) Cr.P.C to
apply, condition precedent must be that person convicted and sentenced on
subsequent occasion was already undergoing a sentence of imprisonment in
previous case - If accused was not so undergoing a sentence in previous
case, S.427 Cr.P.C will not apply at all. (Madras) 321

S.427 - Concurrent running of sentences - House breaking and theft -
Accused convicted and sentenced in five successive cases but in different
occurrences - Judgment of conviction and sentence imposed in all cases on a
single day - Total amount involved Rs.16,700 - Both trial Court as well as
appellate Court failed to give direction contemplated in S.427(1) Cr.P.C -
Sentences thus, directed to run concurrently. (Madras) 321

S.427 - Concurrent running of sentences - If Court is silent and had
not given any direction that sentence given in subsequent case will run
concurrently, it will run only consecutively. (Madras) 321

S.427 - imprisonment in default of payment of fine - Whether it is to
run concurrently with imprisonment in default of payment of fine awarded on
him in other cases - Held, S.427(1) Cr.P.C., has no application to imprisonment
awarded in default of payment fine as it is not a sentence and it is a penalty.

(Kerala) 362

S.427, Indian Penal Code, 1860, Ss.392, 394, 34 - Concurrent running
of sentences - Three FIRs relating to different transactions - Offence u/ss
392, 394, 34 IPC - Accused is a young man with roots in his family -
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Accused already undergone 10 years of imprisonment for conviction in one
FIR and currently undergoing imprisonment for conviction in another FIR - If
accused is to undergo sentences consecutively, accused has to undergo another
about five years plus four years of imprisonment for conviction in third FIR -
More so, as per report of probation officer, there is ample scope of improvement
in behaviour of accused - Accused belongs to very poor family, and his
mother is suffering from cancer and his father is also ill - This is a fit case
for exercising discretion in directing sentence of imprisonment to run
concurrently - Fine amount in each FIR with default sentence is however, set
aside - Sentences ordered to be run concurrently. (S.C.) 153

Ss.437, 438, 439 - Bail - Words 'other condition' or 'any condition' as
refereed in Ss.437(3), 439(1)(a), 438(2)(iv) Cr.P.C should be similar in nature
- However, Court cannot impose 'any condition' it likes while granting bail but
it has to be reasonable and pragmatic. (Jharkhand) 524

S.437(4) - Bail - If Magistrate chooses to enlarge an accused who is
guilty of an offence punishable with death or imprisonment for life, he shall
state reasons for arriving at conclusion that there are no reasonable grounds
for believing that accused has been guilty of offence punishable. (Kerala) 214

S.437(4), Indian Penal Code, 1860, Ss.304-B, 498-A, 306 - Bail -
Dowry death - Cruelty - Magistrate granted bail to accused - However, order
does not give reasons sufficient to hold that there are no reasonable grounds
for believing that accused have been guilty of offences - Magistrate thus,
acted without jurisdiction in granting bail to accused - Sessions Court rightly
cancelled bail granted to accused. (Kerala) 214

S.438 - Anticipatory bail - Application directly to High Court - Application
for anticipatory bail to High Court direct is maintainable only when there are
special circumstances - There can be no exhaustive or general exposition of
circumstances in which an applicant may be held entitled to approach High
Court directly - Special circumstances must necessarily exist and be established
as such before jurisdiction of High Court is invoked - Application must rest on
a strong foundation in respect of both the apprehension of arrest as well as
justification of the concurrent jurisdiction of High Court being invoked directly
- Existence of any particular circumstances must be convincingly established
and not rest on vague allegations. (Allahabad) (FB) 070

S.438 - Anticipatory bail - Plea of false implication and delay of about 7
months in approaching police are not much relevant while deciding a petition
for grant of pre-arrest bail, as such grounds may have some merit and
significance while determining guilt of accused during trial. (P&H) 573

S.438, Indian Penal Code, 1860, Ss.353, 332, 333, 143, 147, 149,
186, 188, 269, 270, 504, 506 - Anticipatory bail - Offence u/ss 353, 332, 333,
143, 147, 149, 186, 188, 269, 270, 504, 506 IPC - Applicant is 65 years old
- Prima facie there is no material to show that applicant had quarreled with
police or had pelted stone at Police - Custodial interrogation of petitioner is not
warranted - Taking into consideration age of applicant as well as fact that no
overt act is attributed to applicant, applicant deserves ad-interim relief on
imposing certain conditions - Anticipatory bail allowed. (Bombay) 783

S.438, Indian Penal Code, 1860, Ss.376, 354-A - Anticipatory bail -
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Rape - Allegation against petitioners are very grave and serious of molesting
complainant for a long time and then committing rape upon her several times
and on one occasion getting such acts of forcible sexual intercourse
photographed by his wife - Plea of alibi taken by accused not proved -
Custodial interrogation of petitioners is definitely required for complete and
effective investigation and to effect recovery of money and documents -
Anticipatory bail application dismissed. (P&H) 573

S.438, Indian Penal Code, 1860, Ss.420, 406, 120-B - Anticipatory
bail - Cheating - Petitioner is joining and co-operating in investigation, he is not
in a position to tamper with prosecution evidence nor in a position to flee
from justice - Custodial interrogation of petitioner is not at all required by
police - Co-accused is already granted bail - It is thus, a fit case where
judicial discretion to admit petitioner on bail in event of his arrest is required to
be exercised in his favour - Anticipatory bail granted to petitioner with conditions.

(H.P.) 555

S.438, Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of
Atrocities) Act, 1989, Ss.18, 18-A, 3 - Anticipatory bail - Bar contained u/ss
18, 18-A of SC/ST Act - Offence u/s 3 of the Act - Allegations made in FIR
directly attributed to petitioner - Matter is under investigation and not completed
yet - Custodial interrogation is required especially for taking voice samples of
petitioner - Prima facie offence u/s 3 of SC/ST Act is made out against
petitioner - Bar created u/ss 18, 18-A of SC/ST Act would apply - Accused
not entitled to pre-arrest bail - Petition for anticipatory bail dismissed.

(P&H) 114

S.439 - Bail during pendency of appeal - Three separate bail applications
filed by three accused - All the accused have been released on temporary bail,
furlough and parole on several occasions - There is no report of their having
misconducted themselves or indulged in any criminal activities - None of
accused have criminal antecedents - Bail granted. (S.C.) 344

S.439 - Bail granted when case was under investigation by Crime Branch
- Case transferred to CBI for investigation - I.O. arrested the accused -
Merely transferring of case to another agency for investigation and registration
of crime by that agency will not empower that agency to arrest the accused,
who is already on bail, without getting permission from the Court which
granted the bail - Accused ordered to be released on bail. (Kerala) 411

S.439 - Bail - Bail petitions must be taken up for consideration and
disposed of without undue delay. (Karnataka) 067

S.439 - Bail - Granted with condition to deposit fine of Rs.60,000 -
Fine can be imposed only by way of punishment - Unless a guilt is proved
and accused is convicted, no punishment can be imposed and fine which is in
fact a sentence cannot be awarded - Since imposition of fine can only be
imposed after conclusion of trial that too after convicting an accused, said
condition of imposition of fine is bad in law - Said condition is against
provision of Ss.437, 439 Cr.P.C and is an irrelevant condition and thus, set
aside. (Jharkhand) 524

S.439 - Bail - Granted with condition to deposit fine of Rs.60,000 -
Making a submission by petitioner that he is ready to pay fine, cannot be said
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to be admitting guilt or pleading his guilt - Court should not have considered
such submission, which does not have any force of law or fact while arriving
at a conclusion deciding bail application. (Jharkhand) 524

S.439 - Bail - Order passed in bail is not a final judgment in trial.
(Jharkhand) 524

S.439, Delhi Excise Act, 2009, Ss.33, 38, 58, Narcotic Drugs and
Psychotropic Substances Act, 1985, Ss.37, 20, 21, 29 - Bail - Recovery of
liquor, cash around Rs.4 lakh, Charas and morphine - Contraband recovered
from co-accused as well as from car of petitioner, which was alleged to be
parked at place of incident - Petitioner arrested on basis of disclosure statement
of co-accused from whom Charas and Morphine were recovered - No
psychotropic substance was recovered from car of petitioner - Though 14
cases were registered against petitioner, but none of those 14 cases are under
NDPS Act - Looking into entire facts and circumstances of case and also fact
that petitioner is in judicial custody since Oct 2019 and 7 co-accused who
were booked under Delhi Excise Act already granted bail, petitioner is admitted
to bail - Bail granted to petitioner. (Delhi) 489

S.439, Indian Penal Code, 1860, Ss.376, 313, 493, Scheduled Castes
and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of Atrocities) Act, 2015, S.3(2)(v) - Bail
- Rape - False promise of marriage - Victim being a major girl with sound
mind - There seems to be no question of anyone being in a position to induce
her into a physical relationship under an assurance of marriage - Many aspects
of matter needs thorough trial - Till that time benefit of bail deserves to be
passed on to accused - Bail granted to accused. (Orissa) 249

S.439, Indian Penal Code, 1860, Ss.420, 467, 468, 471, 120-B - Bail
- Short term parole bail - Cheating - Accused seeking short term bail on
ground of marriage of his daughter, as his presence at the time of his daughter
is must - Short term bail for three days granted to accused for performing
marriage rituals of his daughter. (Allahabad) 660

S.439, Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act, 1985, Ss.22,
29 - Bail - Recovery of 938 tables Nitrosun-10 - Petitioners are in judicial
custody since Aug 2019 - Investigation is complete and report u/s 173(2)
Cr.P.C stands filed - Petitioners are permanent resident of address mentioned
in memo of parties, therefore their presence can always be secured - More so,
there is no previous criminal history of petitioner - Judicial custody of petitioners
is not going to serve any purpose whatsoever - Bail granted - Directions
issued. (H.P.) 432

S.439, Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of
Atrocities) Act, 1989, Ss.3(i)(s), 3(2)(va) - Bail - Offence u/ss 3(i)(s), 3(2)(va)
of SC/ST Act - Petitioner has no criminal history - Custodial interrogation of
petitioner is not going to serve any purpose - Moreover, Courts cannot be
mute spectators, even when from face of allegations, it is seen that provisions
of SC/ST Act have been invoked simply with a view to deny benefit of S.438
Cr.P.C - Bail granted with conditions. (H.P.) 038

S.439(2) - Cancellation of bail - If the order granting bail is vitiated by
arbitrary and wrong exercise of discretion by Court, the same can be set at
naught by High Court u/s 439(2) of the Code. (Kerala) 452
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S.439(2), Indian Penal Code, 1860, Ss.420, 469, 294, 120-B, 201,
384, Information Technology Act, 2000, Ss.66-D, 67, 67-A, 67-E -
Cancellation of bail - Complaint regarding misuse of concession of regular bail/
anticipatory bail not filed with the police authorities - Affidavit of DSP regarding
details of investigation carried out by police and role of accused persons given
and nothing stated in the affidavits that at any stage, accused misused the
concession of bail - No ground for cancellation of regular bail/anticipatory bail
- Application dismissed. (P&H) 606

Ss.439(2), 482, Indian Penal Code, 1860, S.354, Protection of
Children from Sexual Offences Act, 2012, Ss.9(f), 9(k), 9(m), 10, Juvenile
Justice (Care and Protection of Children) Act, 2015, S.75 - Cancellation of
bail - Outraging modesty of minor girl by her teacher - Victim aged about 11
years is an intellectual disabled girl - Accused allegedly took girl to his private
room in school and taking advantage of intellectual infirmity of victim he
touched her private parts with sexual intent - However, bail is granted to
accused on the ground that he touched over the dress of victim and detention
of accused not necessary for continuing investigation - Causal approach was
taken by Court below in the matter of enlarging accused on bail - Nature and
gravity of accusation not taken by Court below - Impugned order is vitiated
by erroneous and arbitrary exercise of discretion by Court below and thus, set
aside - Direction issued to arrest accused and commit him to custody.

(Kerala) 452

S.451, Narcotic Drugs and Psychotropic Substances Act, 1985, S.52-
A - Release of mobile phone seized in course of search conducted under
NDPS Act - Magistrate has power to consider claim u/s 451 Cr.P.C. when
article or thing is other than narcotic drugs, psychotropic substances, controlled
substances and conveyances seized under the Act. (Kerala) 791

S.451 - Release of vehicle - Vehicle not used in commission of offence
- Merely because there were rival claims about ownership of truck that does
not warrant seizure of vehicle - Vehicle in question directed to be released on
sapurdari to its registered owner on such terms and conditions as trial Court
may feel fit to impose. (S.C.) 493

S.482 - Exercise of inherent power u/s 482 Cr.P.C. - Factual evidence
cannot be analyzed in exercise of inherent power u/s 482 Cr.P.C.

(Allahabad) 316

S.482 - Quashing of criminal proceedings - Civil and criminal proceedings
- In certain cases very same set of facts may give rise to remedies in civil as
well as criminal proceedings and even if a civil remedy is availed by a party,
he is not precluded from setting in motion proceedings in criminal law.

(S.C.) 205

S.482 - Quashing of FIR - Allegation in FIR constituting prima facie
case -- FIR cannot be quashed. (Rajasthan) 400

S.482 - Quashing of FIR - Allegations in FIR is matter of investigation
- Finding in respect thereof cannot be recorded at this stage - FIR cannot be
quashed. (Rajasthan) 400

S.482 - Quashing of FIR - Compromise - Where offences are against
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society and not private in nature, which have serious impact upon society,
compromise even if arrived at between parties with regard to such offences,
same cannot constitute a valid ground to quash FIR or charge sheet.

(S.C.) 010

S.482 - Quashing of proceedings - Disputed questions of facts and
defence of accused cannot be taken into consideration at the pre-trial stage.

(Allahabad) 103

S.482 - Quashing of proceedings - High Court while hearing quashing
petition is not supposed to embark upon enquiry as to veracity of allegations.

(Jharkhand) 311

S.482 - Quashing of proceedings - If on appreciation of final report as
a whole and it appears that ingredients of offence are absent and that
continuance of proceedings will only result in abuse of process, Court will be
well justified in quashing proceedings in exercise of its inherent powers.

(Kerala) 325

S.482 - Quashing of proceedings - While hearing petition u/s 482 Cr.P.C,
Court cannot conclusively adjudicate rival contentions - Factual averments are
required to be examined by Court below at appropriate stage.

(Jharkhand) 311

S.482 - Quashing proceedings - Civil dispute - Dispute between parties
purely of civil nature - Criminal proceedings quashed. (S.C.) 379

S.482 - Registered sale deed executed under threat and coercion -
Quashing of proceedings - Subsequently civil proceedings initiated to set aside
sale deed - At times same facts may give rise to remedies both in civil and
criminal law - Proceedings in the instant case cannot be quashed as not a
single paisa was actually received by complainant as consideration and only
three post dated cheques were handed over to the complainant and one of
those three cheques was deposited in the bank for encashment on the next
date - Order quashing proceedings passed by High Court set aside.(S.C.) 205

S.482, Indian Penal Code, 1860, Ss.323, 341, 379 - Quashing of
proceedings - Offence u/ss 323, 341, 379 IPC - Main allegations in complaint
are with respect to partnership firm - Partner of partnership firm not made
any complaint - One of accused is partner of partnership firm - Allegations in
complaint are with respect to surrender of cinema license before District
Magistrate - Purely civil dispute is given a color of criminal proceedings -
None of ingredients for making out case u/ss 341, 379 IPC are satisfied -
Proceedings in question are nothing but an abuse of process of law and Court
- Proceedings quashed. (S.C.) 379

S.482, Indian Penal Code, 1860, Ss.420, 120-B - Quashing of
proceedings - Cheating - Supply of substandard material by company - Company
not arraigned as an accused - Appellants arraigned as an accused as Managing
Director and Director of company - In FIR and charge sheet there is no
allegation that there was a fraudulent and dishonest intention to cheat from the
very beginning of the transaction - No specific allegations and averments in
FIR/charge sheet that appellants were in-charge of administration and
management of company and thereby vicariously liable - Though FIR was
filed in the year 2000 and charge sheet filed in 2004, however, accused
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summoned after period of approximately 13 years from the date of incident -
Continuation of proceedings against accused would be undue harassment to
them - FIR and charge sheet qua appellants set aside. (S.C.) 290

Ss.482, 156(3) - Two incidents on the same day - Court in summoning
order did not believe second incident as alleged in the complaint - Non believing
of one part of the incident in complaint throws a shadow of doubt on the
earlier part of the incident as alleged - Criminal proceedings quashed.

(S.C.) 751

Ss.482, 161 - Quashing of proceedings - Criminal proceedings cannot
be quashed by assessing statements u/s 161 Cr.P.C. (S.C.) 594

Ss.482, 320, Indian Penal Code, 1860, Ss.323, 506, 387, 452, 327 -
Compromise - Offence u/ss 323, 506, 387, 452, 327 IPC - Compromise
allowed for offence u/ss 323, 506 IPC - However, trial Court refused to attest
compromise for offence u/ss 387, 452, 327 IPC as same are not compoundable
- Since there is no possibility of conviction of petitioner for offence u/ss 387,
452, 327 IPC, it is a fit case wherein criminal proceedings can be quashed
while exercising powers u/s 482 Cr.P.C. - Proceedings quashed.

(Rajasthan) 403

CRIMINAL TRIAL

Criminal trial - Contradictory statements regarding receiving information
by police - Adversely affects prosecution case and creates doubt in the
prosecution story. (Rajasthan) (DB) 262

Criminal trial - Delay of 1-1/2 months in recording statements of
prime eye witnesses - Not the case of prosecution that those eye-witnesses
were not traceable - Failure of investigating agency to act promptly and record
statements of Eye-witnesses without any unreasonable delay, casts doubt on
the veracity of prosecution and seriously affects the credibility of Eye-witnesses.

(Rajasthan) (DB) 262

Criminal trial - Negligence of investigation team - When ocular evidence
is direct and clear and is fully supported by medical evidence then negligence
of investigation team cannot be used by defence in support of their case.

(S.C.) 794

Criminal trial - Recovery of weapon of assault after three months of
incident - It is not natural that accused appellant would have kept the weapon
of assault in his own room for almost three months after the incident -
Attesting witnesses of seizure memo have turned hostile - Recovery of weapon
of assault is doubtful and prosecution has failed to prove the recovery of
weapon of assault from the accused appellants. (Rajasthan) (DB) 262

Criminal trial - Site plan - A site plan is not true to scale map and it
generally gives the positions of the various eye witnesses, accused etc., but
obviously such site plan cannot give exact positions - Directions cannot be
determined from exact position also - Direction of the injury can also vary
even if accused and deceased are in the same place as mentioned in the map
and one of them is sitting or standing at an angle. (S.C.) 794

Criminal trial - Weapon of assault - Recovered from accused not
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connected with fatal injury caused to the deceased - Recovery of weapons of
assault does not support the prosecution case. (Rajasthan) (DB) 262

DOWRY PROHIBITION ACT, 1961

Ss.3, 4, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.482 - Demand of dowry -
Quashing of charge sheet - Allegation in FIR shows that demand of dowry of
Rs.5 lakhs was made by accused from complainants - There are direct
allegations in FIR - Allegations prima facie constitute a commission of an
offence under the Act - Charges not liable to be quashed. (S.C.) 010

EVIDENCE ACT, 1872

S.3, Indian Penal Code, 1860, Ss.498-A, 34 - Evidence of interested
witnesses - Cruelty - Deceased disclosed before PWs/relatives of deceased
that she was tortured and assaulted by accused on demand of bicycle - All
these witnesses though related to deceased but evidence of such witnesses
cannot be discounted merely on the ground that they are related to deceased -
Deceased died within 2 months of her marriage and there can be no conceivable
reason which would prompt these witnesses to falsely implicate accused with
whom their cordial relation had just developed - Marks of injury also detected
in person of deceased which corroborates unanimous statement of witnesses
which in turn is in conformity with version of FIR - Though no independent
witness supported prosecution case and deceased not lodged any report
regarding torture meted out to her, but she disclosed her plight before her dear
ones before leaving mortal world, which cannot be doubted - Guilt of accused
proved on record - Accused rightly convicted u/s 498-A IPC.

(Calcutta) (DB) 785

S.3 - Minor discrepancies and inconsistencies in statements of PWs and
minor lacuna in investigation by police - Cannot be a reason for discarding
entire prosecution case, if evidence is otherwise sufficient and inspiring to
bring home guilt of accused. (S.C.) 664

Ss.24 to 30 - Confession is a form of admission consisting of direct
acknowledgement of guilt in a criminal charge. (S.C.) 094

Ss.24 to 30 - Confession recorded by police officer is undoubtedly
equated to a confession recorded by a judicial Magistrate u/s 164 Cr.P.C - Said
confession is a substantive piece of evidence. (S.C.) 094

S.27, Indian Penal Code, 1860, Ss.302, 201, 34 - Disclosure statement
- Disclosure of room in Sarai where deceased was killed - A-1 volunteered to
disclose the room in abandoned Sarai where deceased was killed - But there is
no other statement corroborating fact of such disclosure - More so, if offence
is committed in said Sarai, then blood would have oozed out there - Blood
recovered from Sarai was hardy sufficient enough to refer it to be human
blood - Disclosure statement held, not reliable. (H.P.) (DB) 173

S.27, Indian Penal Code, 1860, Ss.302, 201, 34 - Disclosure statement
- Murder - A-1 discloses the room where they had killed deceased and statement
also made regarding seizure of his clothes - However, said room was already
in the knowledge of Police and police already seized such clothes - It cannot
be said that this fact was not in notice of Police and would therefore, not fall
u/s 27 of Evidence Act. (H.P.) (DB) 173
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S.27, Indian Penal Code, 1860, Ss.302, 201, 34 - Disclosure statement
- Weapon of offence - Murder - Spanner (weapon of offence) recovered at
the instance of A-2 - However, except PW14, other witnesses to disclosure
statement not supported such statement - Disclosure statement even if taken
to be proved, still do not lead to discovery of any fact - Even otherwise, there
is no scientific evidence of presence of blood on such wheel spanner -
Prosecution failed to establish beyond a reasonable doubt that wheel spanner
was weapon of offence - More so, authenticity of disclosure statement would
lose its effect after two days of illegal detention and three days of arrest of
accused. (H.P.) (DB) 173

S.30 - Confession of a co-accused - To make confession of a co-
accused admissible in evidence, there has to be a joint trial. (S.C.) 094

S.30, Terrorist and Disruptive Activities (Prevention) Act, 1987,
Ss.15, 3(3), 4(1), Indian Penal Code, 1860, S.120-B, Explosive Substances
Act, 1908, S.5 - Confession of a co-accused - Offence u/ss 15, 3(3), 4(1) of
TADA Act, S.120-B IPC and S.5 of Explosive Substances Act - Accused was
absconding - Joint trial of accused with other two accused thus, could not be
held - Since trial of other two accused was separate, their confession statements
are not admissible in evidence and same cannot be taken as evidence against
accused - Conviction and set aside - Accused acquitted. (S.C.) 094

S.101 - Burden of proof - Criminal trial - Burden is on prosecution to
prove its case is independent of suggestions of defence counsel - Burden of
prosecution can never waive. (H.P.) (DB) 173

S.138 - Cross-examination - Credibility of a witness can be established
only after said witness is put to cross-examination by accused in connection
with charged offence. (Allahabad) 635

S.138 - Cross-examination - Purpose of cross-examination is to impeach
credibility of witness - It is not the job of Defence Counsel to confess on
behalf of his client. (H.P.) (DB) 173

S.138 - Cross-examination - Suggestions of a defence counsel - Neither
amounts to admissions nor evidence but answers given by witnesses on such
suggestions, are admissible in evidence - However, Court may also consider
suggestions made by defence counsel in aid to other evidence proved by
prosecution keeping in view the following aspects: (i) suggestions do not
amount to confession on behalf of accused; (ii) factual matrix in which
defence counsel had put suggestions incriminating to her client; (iii) suggestions
were not premature; (iv) suggestions were required in facts and circumstances
of case; (v) trend of suggestions of defence to witnesses from inception to
completion of trial; (vi) suggestions were made to discharge statutory and
legal burden; (vii) defence counsel did not exceed her brief; and (viii) suggestions
are in consonance with explanation offered by accused u/s 313 Cr.P.C.

(H.P.) (DB) 173

S.154 - Hostile witness - Deposition of hostile witness to the extent it
supports prosecution case can be relied upon. (S.C.) 664

S.154 - Hostile witness - Offence u/s 304 Part I IPC - Merely because
de facto complainant has turned hostile, one cannot throw out prosecution
case as a whole, more particularly when version of hostile witness appears to
be highly improbable from other materials on record. (Calcutta) (DB) 699
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INDIAN PENAL CODE, 1860

Ss.64, 68 - Imprisonment in default of payment of fine - Cannot be
deemed to be sentence - It is a penalty which is incurred on account of non
payment of fine - Accused can avoid imprisonment in default of payment of
fine, by paying payment of fine. (Kerala) 362

S.84 - Plea of unsoundness of mind or mitigating circumstances like
juvenility of age, ordinarily ought to be raised during trial itself - Belated claims
not only prevent proper production and appreciation of evidence, but they also
undermine genuineness of defence case. (S.C.) 273

Ss.97 to 102 - Private defence - Not available to aggressor party who
commenced assault on the complainant party - Two theories (of being
aggressors as opposed to exercise of right of private defence) are antithesis to
each other. (S.C.) 514

Ss.120-B, 403, 409, 420, 34, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.482
- Offence by company - Prosecution of Managing Director - Quashing of
proceedings - Allegations must be incorporated in the complaint referring to
the specific instances of involvement of Managing Director in that capacity
and the mode of involvement - Allegations levelled must also be specific and
sufficient to attract the offences - Without any specific role or participation in
the alleged offences being assigned to him in the private complaint, the petitioner
in his capacity as Managing Director cannot be implicated as an accused -
There is no hard and fast rule that for being the Managing Director of the
Company, a person will have to bear criminal liability, for offences committed
by the Company - Absence of such allegations in complaint - Complaint
quashed. (Kerala) 110

S.302 - Murder - Gunshot injury - Non-presence of blackening marks
on body of deceased - Gun shots were fired from a close range - However,
what was exact distance has not been brought out - Moreover, deceased was
wearing a hooded jacket, obviously absence of blackening on skin could not
be found - That explains the version of doctor that no blackening marks were
found on injuries suffered by deceased - Accused rightly convicted.

(S.C.) 218

S.302 - Murder - Source of light at the spot - There was source of
light at the spot from the adjoining house and boundary wall at the spot was
stated to be 2-1/2 feet which could not have obstructed light as suggested in
cross-examination of eye witness - There is thus, no doubt as to version of
eye witness as to visibility and source of light on the spot. (S.C.) 218

S.302 - Murder - Testimony of sole eye witness - PW1/brother of
deceased stated that there was a case pending regarding beating incident
between parties u/s 107 IPC - He explained the entire incident and nothing
brought in cross-examination as to doubt the version given by witness that is
medically corroborated also and substantially corroborated by PW3, who came
to spot immediately after gun shots were fired - PW3 narrated about presence
of complainant at the spot - Testimony of sole eye witness held, reliable -
Accused rightly convicted. (S.C.) 218

S.302, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.154, - Murder - Delay in
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lodging FIR - FIR reduced to writing on basis of written report lodged by
complainant - There is correction as to time of offence in FIR - However,
considering the fact that carbon copy also produced of document, same also
indicates that time was corrected when FIR was recorded - Thus, it appears
that correction had been made at the time of reducing FIR to writing at
relevant time and no dent is caused to prosecution case as to time of incident
- Moreover, there is no scope for ante timing FIR within two hours of night -
FIR cannot be said to be ante timed. (S.C.) 218

S.302, Evidence Act, 1872, S.106 - Wife strangulated to death in the
privacy of her house - Appellant and deceased were the only occupants of the
house, where dead body was found - Onus shifts to appellant to offer a
plausible explanation regarding the manner in which deceased died - Rather
than offering a plausible explanation, appellant has given a false one when put
to question u/s 313 Cr.P.C and in his defence evidence - Prosecution evidence
that appellant used to beat deceased physically as well as mental cruelty -
Conviction upheld. (Rajasthan) (DB) 808

Ss.302, 34, Arms Act, 1959, S.27, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973,
S.157 - Non-compliance of S.157 Cr.P.C. - Murder - Eye witnesses correctly
identified accused and also narrated motive, which would be a corroborative
factor - Clothes worn by eye witnesses were seized and as per chemical
examination report presence of human blood was ascertained - Trial Court and
High Court have correctly relied upon their ocular evidences - Accused had
absconded after the incidence and was arrested later on - Accused rightly
convicted. (S.C.) 365

Ss.302, 34, Arms Act, 1959, S.27 - Murder - Claim of parity - Co-
accused acquitted, as he used a local fire arm but police had not recovered
empty cartridges or pellets from spot - Post mortem also does not refer to
any pellet injuries - He was given a benefit of doubt - Accused not entitled to
same benefit and thus rightly convicted. (S.C.) 365

Ss.302, 34, Arms Act, 1959, S.27 - Murder - Murder had taken place
in a residential locality and deceased was a well known person and a local
politician - Presence of huge crowd assembled at the spot - Field unit was
stayed at the spot after the incident - Lapse on part of field unit in non-
mentioning name of deceased would not justify an order of acquittal and
therefore presence of eye witnesses cannot be held doubtful - Accused rightly
convicted. (S.C.) 365

Ss.302, 34, Evidence Act, 1872, S.106 - Murder - Deceased was
strangulated to death and then hanged by a saree to ceiling of a room in her
matrimonial home - Marks of strangulation were also found on both sides of
her neck - Accused/husband of deceased was in the same room with deceased
at the time of incident - It was upon accused to explain how death of
deceased caused in view of S.106 of Evidence Act - However, accused
offered no such explanation and only denied the allegations put forth against
him - It is thus, accused and none else who is responsible for unnatural death
of deceased - However, material on record is far from sufficient to implicate
mother-in-law of deceased in crime, as no direct nexus between accused and
incident of murder of deceased has transpired from evidence on record, she
thus, acquitted u/s 302 IPC - Accused/husband of deceased rightly convicted.

(Calcutta) (DB) 785
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Ss.302, 34, 201 - Murder - Circumstantial evidence - Identification of
dead body on basis of photographs and apparels of deceased - Dead body was
taken out from well, which was completely mutilated and body was beyond
identification - Identification of body from photographs not possible - However,
from the tag of tailoring shop found on apparels of deceased, tailor was
examined and he deposed that clothes were stitched for deceased - Dead body
taken out of well thus, was identified as dead body of deceased. (S.C.) 062

Ss.302, 34, 201 - Murder - Circumstantial evidence - Last seen evidence
- PWs stated that accused and deceased were last seen together - However,
PWs only stated that they were informed by deceased that he was going to
visit accused - There is no evidence on record to show that deceased and
accused was last seen together - S.106 of Evidence Act is not applicable - It
cannot be said that accused failed to explain as to what happened after they
were last seen together especially when there is no evidence to show that they
were last seen together - Circumstances relied upon by prosecution to prove
guilt of accused were not complete - Accused acquitted. (S.C.) 062

Ss.302, 34, 201, Evidence Act, 1872, S.27 - Murder - Circumstantial
evidence - Recovery of watch - Confession - Watch in question belonged to
PW12 which was with deceased when he left home - Owner of shop/PW4
stated that accused gave a watch for repairing - He was shown receipt given
to accused which was seized from custody of accused - Counterfoil of
receipt was identified by PW4 which was marked and signature of accused on
counterfoil was not denied by him - Confessional statement of accused was
recorded pursuant to which receipt was seized from his house - However,
accused contended that he was coerced by police into singing counterfoil of
receipt - PW12 did not stated before I.O that he gave watch to deceased
when he left the house - It is clear from cross-examination of I.O that
statement of PW12 was an improvement - Manner in which confessional
statement of accused was recorded and seizure of receipt of watch was made
is not free from doubt - Recovery is vitiated. (S.C.) 062

Ss.302, 148, 149, 147 - Murder - Non-examination of material witnesses
- Neither 'D' in whose house occurrence took place nor his wife who came
immediately after the occurrence were examined - However, presence of 'D' is
not established and his wife reached immediately after occurrence - Wife of
'D' filed an affidavit in trial Court in which it was stated that she had seen
nothing and nothing happened in her presence - Therefore, prosecution was
justified in not examining her - Non-examination of carpenter is meaningless,
because he is not a witness to occurrence - Non-examination of these witnesses
held, not fatal to prosecution case. (S.C.) 794

Ss.302, 148, 149, 147 - Murder - Testimony of two eye witnesses -
Version of two eye witnesses with regard to injuries caused by fire arms and
sharp edged weapons find corroboration from medical report - Though there
are some minor variations and contradictions in statement of two witnesses,
especially PW2 - PW2 may have improved his version slightly but core of his
evidence remains intact - Main effort of defence appears to have been to bring
out fact that there was enmity between two parties - However, that by itself is
not sufficient to discredit the witness - Accused persons were not scared of
villagers, as six persons were heavily armed, two of them having guns killed
deceased in broad day light and while leaving the place of occurrence they
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threatened all gathered there - In such situation no other villagers who may be
present there would turn up to give evidence except these two eye witnesses
- Merely because eye witnesses are interested witnesses, their testimony cannot
be discarded - Testimony of eye witnesses held, reliable - Accused rightly
convicted. (S.C.) 794

Ss.302, 201 - Murder - Circumstantial evidence - Recovery of dead
body at the instance of accused - Accused dug out dead body of deceased in
presence of complainants and Magistrate - Entire process was video graphed
and photographed - Dead body was identified by PWs - Clothes of deceased
also identified by them - Statements of all recovery witnesses proved that dead
body was recovered at the instance of accused - Recovery, held, proved.

(S.C.) 766

Ss.302, 201, Evidence Act, 1872, S.24 - Murder - Circumstantial
evidence - Extra judicial confession - PW4 made a statement that accused
came to his house and confessed that 22 or 23 days earlier he had murdered
deceased - Accused stated before PW4 that he had a quarrel with deceased
and he gave a blow with an axe on head of deceased and then buried dead
body - He and PW4 are closely related and extra judicial confession was made
by accused to a confidante - There is no reason to disbelieve the same - Even,
accused kept mis-informing PW3 and other relatives about whereabouts of
deceased - Extra judicial confession is reliable - Accused rightly convicted.

(S.C.) 766

Ss.302, 201, 34 - Murder - Circumstantial evidence - Last seen together
- Deceased was last seen together with A-2 - However, time gap between
noticing dead body of deceased and his presence with A2 is enormous - Last
seen evidence held, not proved - Motive of crime also not proved - Prosecution
failed to prove its case - Accused rightly acquitted. (H.P.) (DB) 173

Ss.302, 201, 34 - Murder - Post mortem report - Cause of death was
accidental and not suicidal as per post mortem report - Said fact is further
corroborated from plastic flap, which I.O had collected as evidence from the
spot, where dead body was lying - Said plastic flap was of some vehicle, and
it had scratches on it and its locks had broken - Presence of plastic flap thus,
points towards accident. (H.P.) (DB) 173

Ss.302, 201, 34 - Murder - Testimony of eye witness - Improbabilities
and inconsistencies were found in testimony of eye witness Viz. : (i) Doubt
regarding availability of light at the spot, as eye witness stated that he was
carrying a torch but he improved his version by saying that it was moonlit
night, however, scientific evidence on record show that there is no moonlight
at the time of incident; (ii) eye witness kept quiet till he was apprehended by
police after three weeks of incident; (iii) Twelve days after witnessing such
heinous crime, eye witness agreed to accompany A-1 to Shimla for no
explanation reasons; (iv) eye witness stated that police had beaten him in
custody, there is no reason to disbelieve him and it would be extremely unsafe
to place any reliance on statement of this witness - Statement of eye witness
creates a grave doubt about veracity of his version and it would be unsafe to
convict accused sole relying upon his evidence. (H.P.) (DB) 173

Ss.302, 201, 120-B - Murder - Circumstantial evidence - Deceased had
been smothered to death and thereafter hung in premises which had been let
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out to accused - However, prosecution failed to discharge its onus that accused
were present on fateful day at the place of occurrence where deceased suffered
homicidal death - No evidence is forthcoming with regard to any inimical or
hostile relationship between parties over property - Tenor of evidence of PWs
do not show that deceased had been kept at the tenanted premises of accused
against his will - Motive of crime not proved - Circumstances do not establish
a complete chain, unerringly pointing to guilt of accused - Benefit of doubt
thus, given to accused - Conviction and sentence set aside - Accused acquitted.

(Calcutta) (DB) 484

Ss.302, 304 Part I, 323 - Nature of offence - Incident occurred due to
sudden quarrel between parties - Accused acted without premeditation by
using tools which were at the spot for carrying on construction - Single injury
found on the head of deceased and assault on the deceased was not with such
force to cause multiple injuries - Accused acted in a heat of passion and not in
a cruel or unusual manner with intention to murder deceased - Though evidence
of eye witnesses appear to be true and convincing but possibility of their
garnishing truth vis-a-vis intention of accused to add gravity to crime cannot
be ruled out in light of inimical relation between parties over property dispute
- Accused thus, may be extended mitigating balm of S.300 Exception IV IPC
- Accused convicted u/ss 304 Part I, 323 IPC. (Calcutta) (DB) 699

Ss.302, 304 Part-II, 34 - Nature of offence - Murder - Sudden and
free fight - Accused 'P' attributed injury on head of deceased - Accused also
suffered injuries - It can be said that accused 'P' had no intention to commit
murder of deceased but had knowledge that injury inflicted by him could
result in his death - Conviction altered from S.302 to S.304 Part-II IPC.

(Rajasthan) (DB) 775

Ss.302, 323, 34 - Nature of offence - Murder - Sudden and free fight
- Accused 'M' and 'ML' attributed inflicting of simple injuries to deceased -
Conviction of accused 'M' and 'ML' altered from S.302 IPC to S.323 IPC.

(Rajasthan) (DB) 775

Ss.302, 323, 448, 148, 149 - Offence u/ss 302, 323, 448, 148, 149
IPC - Conviction u/ss 138, 304 Part II/149, 323/149 and 448 IPC - One
injury on head with a blunt weapon - This shows that accused has no
intention to commit murder of deceased but had knowledge that injury inflicted
by him on head could cause his death - Since, there is only one injury on head
of deceased, trial Court rightly came to conclusion that it was not a case
falling u/s 302 IPC - Accused rightly convicted u/s 304 Part-II IPC.

(Rajasthan) (DB) 731

Ss.302, 323, 448, 148, 149 - Offence u/ss 302, 323, 448, 148, 149
IPC - Conviction u/ss 138, 304 Part II/149, 323/149 and 448 IPC - There
was sudden and free fight where accused as well as complainant party inflicted
injuries to each other - Each of accused is responsible for his individual act -
Trial Court erred in convicting accused u/s 148 IPC - Accused acquitted u/s
148 IPC. (Rajasthan) (DB) 731

Ss.302, 325 - Murder - Medical evidence against deceased - Eye
witnesses PW5 and PW6 have claimed that deceased was assaulted by accused
'C' with a pati - Weapon of assault has also been recovered in this case i.e
pati, but two doctors categorically stated that injury of deceased can only be
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caused by a sharp weapon and cannot be caused by a pati - There is direct
conflict between ocular evidence and medical evidence, which goes to root of
case - More so, weapon of assault not shown to eye witnesses during their
examination in trial Court - This contradiction between ocular evidence and
medical evidence creates serious dent in prosecution case - Accused acquitted.

(Rajasthan) (DB) 262

Ss.302, 325 - Murder - Medical evidence against injured - Prosecution
has not examined treating doctor, under whose treatment injured was admitted
in hospital - Rather, report was prepared by doctor who had not treated the
injured - Medical evidence against injured produced by prosecution is not
adequate enough to connect accused with charges. (Rajasthan) (DB) 262

Ss.302, 325 - Murder - Testimony of eye witnesses - Complainant
turned hostile - Even two eye witnesses, PW10 & PW11 also declared hostile
- Statements of eye witnesses recorded after inordinate delay, for which no
plausible or reasonable explanation is given by I.O in his deposition before trial
Court - Recording of statement of main eye witnesses after lapse of one
month's period, creates serious doubt in prosecution story - Ocular evidence
in the case is not consistent and does not inspire confidence - Accused
acquitted. (Rajasthan) (DB) 262

Ss.302, 392, 201 - Murder - Circumstantial evidence - CCTV footage -
Accused is seen in CCTV footage carrying a bag - Photograph taken from
CCTV footage also shows that accused was carrying a bag on his shoulder -
Dead body of deceased was recovered from said bag - Said circumstance
thus, points towards guilt of accused - Accused rightly convicted.

(Rajasthan) (DB) 127

Ss.302, 392, 201 - Murder - Circumstantial evidence - DNA examination
report - Dead body of deceased was established to be mother of PW51 from
the DNA report - Stains detected on plastic bag recovered from crime scene
had mixed DNA profile of accused and deceased - Blood sample of accused
was taken for DNA examination voluntarily - DNA profile obtained from blood
sample of accused matched with DNA profile obtained from stains detected on
pants of accused - DNA test report held, proved - Accused rightly convicted.

(Rajasthan) (DB) 127

Ss.302, 392, 201 - Murder - Circumstantial evidence - Last seen
evidence - Circumstance of last seen of deceased in the company of accused
duly stands established from CCTV footages, and articles recovered - Said
CCTV footage proved by witnesses who had handed over the same to
investigating agency - Circumstance of last seen points towards guilt of convict
- Accused rightly convicted. (Rajasthan) (DB) 127

Ss.302, 392, 201 - Murder - Circumstantial evidence - Recovery of
clothes of deceased - Clothes of deceased were recovered from her dead body
at the time of post mortem examination - Said clothes were identified by
children of deceased as well as sister-n-law of deceased - Moreover, said
clothes were visible in CCTV footages - Although relatives of deceased could
not identify dead body from pictures shown to them by police but they
identified the same from clothes and jewellery articles recovered from dead
body - Recovery held, proved - Accused rightly convicted.

(Rajasthan) (DB) 127
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Ss.302, 392, 201 - Murder - Circumstantial evidence - Recovery of
jhumkas of deceased - Accused had given jhumkas of deceased to PW42 at
the time of purchase of liquor - PW42 handed over said jhumakas to police
and they were duly identified by relatives of deceased - PW14, Tehsildar is an
independent witness and before said witness, jewellery articles worn by deceased
were identified by PW13 - Recovery held, proved - Accused rightly convicted.

(Rajasthan) (DB) 127

Ss.302, 392, 201 - Murder - Death sentence - Accused murdered
deceased and kept her dead body in the bag after tying it with wires - Various
organs of deceased were missing - Accused not only murdered deceased by
strangulation but had thereafter cut her abdomen and taken out certain organs
from body and had put her kurti and petticoat in her abdomen and had
stitched abdomen with a wire - Keeping in view the criminal antecedents of
accused as well as manner in which crime is committed, death sentence of
accused upheld. (Rajasthan) (DB) 127

Ss.302, 498-A, 34 - Murder - Cruelty - FIR is silent with regard to
demand of any dowry far less a bicycle - However, FIR speaks of assault
upon deceased by accused followed by unnatural death of deceased - FIR
need not be encyclopedia of facts and is only an instrument in writing which
sets criminal law into motion - Every minute detail of alleged incident need not
be incorporated in FIR and it is sufficient if an outline of such incident is
reflected therein - Moreover, keeping in view of mental state of complainant at
the time of lodging complaint on the day when he lost his daughter, it is quite
normal that he was unable to gather himself to give out a detailed and vivid
picture of torture meted out upon his daughter resulting in her demise - Entire
allegations u/s 498-A IPC cannot be discarded merely on ground that FIR is
bereft of any allegation with regard to demand of dowry by accused.

(Calcutta) (DB) 785

Ss.304 Part I, 148 - Offence u/ss 304 Part I, 148 IPC - Accused
sentenced to undergo S.I for 10 years u/s 304 Part I IPC and 6 months S.I
for offence u/s 148 IPC and fine of Rs.100 on each count in default to
undergo 15 days additional S.I - Both sentences to run concurrently - Accused
also directed to pay compensation to the tune of Rs.50,000 to next kin of
deceased if already not paid. (S.C.) 514

Ss.304 Part I, 148 - Offence u/ss 304 Part I, 148 IPC - Superficial
injuries on person of accused even if remain unexplained, will have no bearing
on prosecution case. (S.C.) 514

S.304 Part II - Offence u/s 304 Part II IPC - Reduction of sentence -
Accused has two daughters of marriageable age viz. 19 and 21 years - There
is no male member in family to take care of family and also of daughters -
Considering peculiar facts and circumstances of case, sentence awarded to
accused is reduced from five years to two years. (S.C.) 554

Ss.304-B, 302, Dowry Prohibition Act, 1961, Ss.3, 4 - Dowry death -
Demand of dowry - Cause of death is disputed as per medical evidence -
Discrepancy in evidence of PW1 and PW2 with regard to receiving of information
about death of deceased - Evidence of Medical practitioner is doubtful -
Accused discharged his burden u/s 106 of Evidence Act - Evidence of PW1 to
PW3 with regard to demands made by accused were never spoken to in their
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earlier statements and they made improvements from what they stated before
police during course of investigation - Prosecution failed to prove its case -
Accused rightly acquitted. (A.P.) (DB) 031

S.306 - Abetment of suicide - Accused did not act by way of assistance,
instigation or conspiracy in abetting deceased to commit suicide - Singular act
of physically assaulting deceased - Same not an instance of continuing violence
against deceased and it was not of such nature that deceased had no option
but to commit suicide - Allegation of cruelty and harassment of deceased for
not bringing adequate dowry does not exist as accused was acquitted of
offences u/ss 498-A, 304-B and 302 IPC and State did not file an appeal -
Evidence on record does not reveal or conclusively establish ingredients of
abetment which are required u/s 107 IPC - Accused acquitted. (M.P.) 341

Ss.307/34 - Offence u/ss 307/34 IPC - Acquittal of two co-accused -
Acquittal of appellant would be a deemed consequence - Appellant at best
could be held responsible for the individual act attributed to him by witnesses
- Injured and eye witness deposed that initially repeated blows were given on
head of injured by some other man and thereafter accused inflicted blow on
head region of injured - However, said allegation not corroborated and is rather
contradicted by medical evidence as doctor noticed only one injury by sharp
weapon on head of injured - Accused acquitted. (Rajasthan) 610

Ss.307/34 - Offence u/ss 307/34 IPC - As per allegation, accused bit
thumb of injured - However, medical evidence that no abrasions were noticed
on person of injured as a result of teeth bite - Evidence of eye-witnesses
totally contradicted by medical testimony - Accused acquitted.

(Rajasthan) 610

Ss.323, 504, Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of
Atrocities) Act, 1989, S.3(1)(x) - Offence u/ss 323, 504 IPC and S.3(1)(x)
SC/ST Act - Appeal against acquittal - Leave to appeal - Sequence of assault
and injuries were not in corroboration with each other - There was variance
of one and half hours in time of registration of case - Specific word in the
form of abuse with a view to insult and likely to commit breach of peace
punishable u/s 504 IPC and offence u/s 3(1)(x) of SC/ST Act not disclosed in
FIR nor in statement recorded u/s 161 Cr.P.C, rather it was said for first time
during course of trial before trial Court - It was thus, embellishment and
exaggeration - Accused rightly acquitted - Application for leave to appeal
rejected. (Allahabad) 626

Ss.323, 506 - Offence u/ss 323, 506 IPC - Vague and unsubstantiated
allegations of assault and threat levelled against accused by complainant without
specifying time, date or even place where such acts were committed - No
medical evidence on record nor any corroborative evidence to attract culpability
of any of accused - Complainant not even uttered a single word during her
evidence before trial Court qua any assault having been committed on her by
any of accused - Benefit of doubt thus, given to accused - Accused rightly
acquitted. (P&H) 759

Ss.326, 304 Part I, 148, 99 - Nature of offence - Free fight between
parties - Injuries caused to both sides - Right of private defence taken by
accused - Accused party had assembled at the spot with lethal weapon and all
accused were waiting for complainant party to arrive at the spot and started
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assaulted complainant party - Blows inflicted by accused were with an intention
to kill deceased - Accused party was aggressor, who was hiding in bushes and
appeared only after complainant party arrived at the spot - Once accused was
aggressor party, question of invoking right of private defence does not arise -
Death caused due to brain injury alone, does not mean that it was not a case
of homicidal death - Case of accused thus, falls u/s 304 Part I IPC - Accused
convicted u/ss 304 Part I, 148 IPC. (S.C.) 514

Ss.354-A, 354, 323, 452, 506, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.439
- Bail - Outraging modesty of woman - Accused already suffered jail
incarceration for more than 2 months - Investigation is complete and challan
has been filed - Accused is no more required for further custodial interrogation
- Bail granted to accused with conditions. (M.P.) 384

Ss.364, 302 - Kidnapping and murder of three minor children -
Circumstantial evidence - Calls made to accused during search for missing
children - Non-examination of officer of mobile company cannot be said to be
fatal to prosecution case, particularly when CDR was exhibited, through
deposition of I.O and no objection was raised on behalf of defence.

(S.C.) 664

Ss.364, 302 - Kidnapping and murder of three minor children -
Circumstantial evidence - Calls made to accused during search for missing
children - Prior enmity between accused and father of children - Deceased
were seen going with accused in school uniform with their school bags and
after the incident accused was not found in his house and was missing from
village - There were phone calls on mobile of accused during search -
Thereafter accused was found from house of his relative - Immediately after
arrest of accused, dead bodies were recovered along with school bags from
place shown by accused himself - Mobile SIM was seized from accused at
the time of arrest, which is proved per seizure memo - Phone calls made to
accused established and proved by prosecution by examining I.O and by
producing call details from mobile company - This circumstance held, proved
against accused. (S.C.) 664

Ss.364, 302 - Kidnapping and murder of three minor children -
Circumstantial evidence - Last seen evidence - PW8 stated that accused was
last seen together with deceased - He recognized accused in Court and he
knew complainant and his three children - PW8, thoroughly cross-examined
by defence and nothing shown to make out any case which may create doubt
regarding credibility of said witness - He was independent witness and no
malafides are alleged against him on behalf of accused - Last seen evidence
proved. (S.C.) 664

Ss.364, 302 - Kidnapping and murder of three minor children - Death
sentence - Offence committed in extreme mental or emotional disturbance, due
to elopement of wife of accused with uncle of children - Only aggravating
circumstance against accused is that incident took place in brutal manner - At
the time of occurrence, accused 28 years of age and his conduct in prison is
reported to be good - Accused belongs to very poor family - He got an old
aged mother who is taking care of two daughters of accused out of one is
married now - Taking into account facts and circumstance of case, death
sentence held, converted to life imprisonment till end of his life without remission
till accused completes 25 years of imprisonment. (S.C.) 664
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Ss.364, 302 - Kidnapping and murder - Circumstantial evidence -
Accused implicated in the case merely on basis of suspicion, as at the time of
preparation of inquest report, which is duly signed by family members of
deceased as well as Sarpanch, no suspicion was raised against anyone - Wife
of deceased involved accused merely on basis of suspicion - Suspicion
howsoever strong, cannot take place of proof - Last seen theory not proved -
Prosecution failed to conclusively connect accused with crime - Chain of
circumstances not proved the guilt of accused - Accused acquitted.

(Rajasthan) (DB) 046

Ss.364, 302 - Kidnapping and murder - Circumstantial evidence - Last
seen theory - Last seen witnesses PW3 and PW5 admitted that they are
cousins of deceased - Prosecution failed to establish presence of both these
witnesses at the spot - There are major contradictions in statements of these
witnesses - Last seen evidence is not reliable. (Rajasthan) (DB) 046

Ss.364, 302, Evidence Act, 1872, S.154 - Kidnapping and murder of
three minor children - Circumstantial evidence - Hostile witness - Accused
was found in the house of PW13 - However, PW13 turned hostile - But in
cross-examination PW13 specifically stated that accused told him that children
of complainant had gone missing and complainant lodged complaint against
him and police is looking for him - Thus, such deposition which supports
prosecution case can be relied upon - More so, accused was found from the
house of PW13 proved, despite he turned hostile - Even, accused failed to
explain reason as to why he was found in house of PW13 - Chain of events
established and proved by prosecution - Accused rightly convicted.

(S.C.) 664

Ss.364, 302, Evidence Act, 1872, S.27 - Kidnapping and murder of
three minor children - Circumstantial evidence - Disclosure statement - Recovery
of dead bodies at the instance of accused - Recovery of dead bodies along
with school bags and dress at the instance of accused - Dead bodies were
recovered from the places shown by accused and which accused alone could
have known - Disclosure memo has been exhibited - Circumstance of recovery
of dead body held, goes against accused - Accused rightly convicted.

(S.C.) 664

Ss.364, 302, 201 - Kidnapping and murder - Circumstantial evidence -
Motive for committing offence forms central theme and unless and until
motive is proved specifically, prosecution shall not be able to bring home
charge framed against accused - In the instant case, motive of crime not
proved - Trial Court recorded specific finding on point of non-identifiable of
corpus recovered - Chain of circumstances not complete - Prosecution failed
to prove its case - Accused rightly acquitted. (Allahabad) (DB) 551

S.366 - Kidnapping - As per testimony of victim, she was lured away
by accused 'C' and his wife and thereafter she was forced to marry accused
'K'- In cross examination testimony of victim not discredited - Necessary
ingredients of offence u/s 366 IPC made out - Conviction u/s 366 upheld.

(Rajasthan) 281

S.366 - Reduction of sentence - Sentence of principal accused reduced
to six months imprisonment and that of accused 'C' reduced to period already
undergone - Both the accused shall pay a fine of Rs.10,000/- in default of
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payment of fine, each of appellant shall further undergo one month's simple
imprisonment. (Rajasthan) 281

S.376 - Rape - Consensual relationship without even any assurance, will
not attract offence u/s 376 IPC. (Orissa) 249

S.376 - Rape - Testimony of victim that she was forced to marry 'K'
and that she was kept as wife of accused 'K' - No allegation whatsoever that
she was subjected to sexual intercourse by accused 'K' - No substance of
charge u/s 376 IPC - Conviction of 'K' u/s 376 IPC cannot be sustained.

(Rajasthan) 281

S.376(1) - Rape - Accused can be convicted on the sole testimony of
prosecutrix provided it is reliable and trustworthy. (S.C.) 459

Ss.376, 323, 328, 120-B, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.482 -
Quashing of proceedings - Rape - Applicants willing to compromise the matter
- However, sexual offences constitute an altogether different class of crime
which is result of a perverse mind - Allowing quashing of charge sheet,
pursuant to a compromise will in such cases, only embolden perpetrators of
such crimes, which otherwise are on increase in society - At this stage, it
would not be appropriate to adjudge whether case shall ultimately end in
conviction or not - Criminal proceedings cannot be said to be abuse of
process of Court - Petition for quashing dismissed. (Allahabad) 103

Ss.376(1), 450 - Rape - Sole testimony of prosecutrix - Material
contradictions found in testimony of prosecutrix - Even the manner in which
alleged incident has taken place as per version of prosecutrix is not believable
- Medical report and FSL report does not support case of prosecution - Land
dispute between parties is going on - There is delay in lodging FIR - Version
of prosecutrix has failed to pass any tests of sterling witness - Solitary version
of prosecutrix cannot be taken as a gospel truth at face value in absence of
any other supporting evidence - Conviction and sentence set aside - Accused
acquitted. (S.C.) 459

Ss.376(2)(i)(j), 109, Protection of Children from Sexual Offences
Act, 2012, Ss.16, 17, 3, 4 - Rape of 13 years old girl - Abetment - Prosecutrix
proves to be child within meaning of S.2(1) of POCSO Act - Accused
intentionally extended aid to co-accused to commit rape on prosecutrix as per
evidence of PWs - When prosecutrix was pushed inside the house by accused,
he latched door from outside and not only that he guarded house from outside
- Further, accused tried to prevent sister of prosecutrix from taking entry
inside house - That shows that accused was having active role in commission
of offence of rape by co-accused - Acts committed by accused which are
duly proved by prosecutrix and other PWs prove that accused was abettor
and he abetted co-accused to commit rape on prosecutrix, a minor girl -
Prosecution proved its case - Accused rightly convicted. (Bombay) 643

Ss.376, 511 - Attempt to rape - Accused met victim by chance and
offered to drop her to her village - He pushed victim to ground from her
shoulder and after victim struggled and pushed him away he released her -
Even if it is assumed that he had intention to commit crime, there is no
material to prove that he has made preparation for same and attempt to
commit it - Trial Court committed error by convicting accused solely upon
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evidence of victim without corroboration including medical evidence - No
offence u/ss 376, 511 IPC is made out against accused and thus acquitted u/
ss 376, 511 IPC - However, case u/s 354 IPC is made out against accused -
Accused convicted u/s 354 IPC and sentenced to R.I of 1 year with fine of
Rs.5000 in default of which to further undergo R.I of 6 months.

(Meghalaya) 650

Ss.376, 511 - Attempt to rape - Ingredients of the offence are : (i) there
must be an intention to commit; (ii) preparation to commit it; and (iii) to
commit it. (Meghalaya) 650

Ss.376, 511 - Rape - Testimony of eye witnesses - Eye witnesses PW3
& PW4 reached place of occurrence simultaneously and there is discrepancy
between their statements regarding manner of incident - Both the eye witnesses
are closely related to prosecutrix, their testimony could be doubtful on this
count also and they could give false statement - Even their conduct also not
found to be natural in allowing accused flee away from place of occurrence
despite being armed with a lathi - Testimony of eye witnesses not reliable.

(Allahabad) 543

Ss.376, 511 - Rape - Testimony of prosecutrix - Prosecutrix stated that
when she was going to attend nature's call, accused 'S' caught hold of her
from behind and got her mouth gagged and accused and co-accused dragged
her inside the sugarcane field and committed rape upon her one by one -
When accused committed rape she got an opportunity to scream loudly because
her mouth was free - PWs arrived there when prosecutrix screamed and they
had seen accused fleeing from there - Admittedly accused were not armed
with any weapons nor even by a Lathi, therefore prosecutrix should not have
an apprehension and could easily have cried out before commission of offence
- Narration made of this occurrence by prosecutrix seems to be unnatural -
Prosecutrix also stated that she was thrown down on ground, and she received
injury on her back as well as waist, but in medical examination no such
injuries have been found which seems to be material contradiction - Even
there is no injury on private parts of prosecutrix - Testimony of prosecutrix
not inspiring much confidence and appears to be unnatural - Accused acquitted.

(Allahabad) 543

Ss.380, 411, 413 - Theft - FIR lodged against unknown persons -
Subsequently, alleged recovered stolen ornaments with cash money was said
to have been made from accused - Neither identity of recovered article was
established nor produced before Court nor alleged recovered article was
connected with incident of theft - More so, said recovered articles was not
established in identification parade nor same was recovered in presence of
informant, who had disputed preparation of recovery memo - Hence, very
essential requirement of theft taking of articles with dishonest intention and
possession of same could not be proved by prosecution beyond doubt -
Accused acquitted. (Allahabad) 689

S.394, Arms Act, 1959, S.25 - Robbery - Crime of robbery with hurt
has been established by testimony of PW1 and other evidence on record -
Complainant had no motive to falsely implicate accused - Refusal to participate
in TIP proceedings and lack of any reasons on the spot, undoubtedly establish
accused's guilty conscience and ought to be given substantial weight - Three
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days delay in registration of FIR as projected by accused is devoid of factual
basis - Pleas of unsoundness of mind or juvenility of age remains unsubstantiated
- Prosecution proved its case - Accused rightly convicted. (S.C.) 273

Ss.394, 84, Arms Act, 1959, S.25 - Robbery - Plea of unsoundness of
mind - No deposition was made by any witness, nor did accused himself
claim any such impairment during his statement u/s 313 Cr.P.C - On the
contrary, conduct of accused running away from the spot of crime as well as
attempt to escape from bus, evidence an elevated level of mental intellect -
Mere production of photocopy of an OPD card and statement of mother of
accused on affidavit have little, if any evidentiary value - More so, Supreme
Court tried to enquire into mental health of accused by requesting Additional
Solicitor General to get accused mentally examined - However, accused who
had been granted bail, is untraceable - Plea of mental illness is nothing but a
made up story and is far from genuine - Accused rightly convicted.

(S.C.) 273

S.406 - Criminal breach of trust - Absence of convincing evidence as to
entrustment of dowry articles - Question of misappropriation of dowry articles
does not arise - Proof of entrustment is one of the main ingredients of offence
of criminal breach of trust to attract an offence punishable u/s 406 IPC.

(P&H) 759

S.406 - Criminal breach of trust - Proof of entrustment is one of main
ingredients to bring home offence of criminal breach of trust so as to attract
an offence punishable u/s 406 IPC. (P&H) 759

S.415 - Expln. - Cheating - Dishonest - No concealment is dishonest
unless person concealing it is legally bound to disclose it. (Allahabad) 726

S.415 - Expln. - Cheating - Dishonest - Not all concealment of material
facts but a dishonest concealment of an important fact amounts to deception.

(Allahabad) 726

S.420 - Cheating - Transfer of property - Defect in title - There is
difference between mere concealment or non disclosure and a false representation
- There is no legal duty for vendor of immovable property to disclose any
charge or encumbrance, yet, if a false representation is made and acted upon,
and as a result, money passed, then tough false representation relates to
immovable property, the offence of cheating may have been committed but
Allahabad High Court in Banwarilal Vs State has propounded that vendor is to
disclose previous mortgage, if any. (Allahabad) 726

S.420 - Cheating - Transfer of property - Omission to disclose by seller
that there is a defect in title which defect buyer can with ordinary care
discover does not amount to cheating. (Allahabad) 726

Ss.420, 406, 419, 167, 468, 379, 465, 475, 120-B, 114, Negotiable
Instruments Act, 1881, S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Complaint u/s 138 NI
Act - FIR two years thereafter alleging same cheque misplaced and fraudulent
use thereof - Instead of quashing FIR the same transferred to Court where
proceedings of complaint u/s 138 NI Act is pending - Both the cases to be
heard and decided together. (S.C.) 508

Ss.420, 468, 471, 34, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.482 -
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Preparation of forged agreement for sale - If civil remedy is available to an
aggrieved person, it does not oust jurisdiction of a criminal Court to proceed
with complaint if it prima facie discloses commission of criminal offence by
accused - Since prima facie case is made out against petitioners on basis of
material brought on record, criminal proceedings cannot be quashed - Quashing
petition dismissed. (Jharkhand) 311

Ss.420, 504, 506, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.482 - Cheating -
Quashing of summoning order - Allegation that Rs.2 lacs was taken by accused
with an assurance for getting job at Railway to son of complainant - However,
neither job was given nor money was returned back for which persistent
demand was made by complainant and protest was being lodged as a result
assault with abuse and a criminal intimidation was made by accused -
Summoning order was passed on basis of testimony of complainant and two
witnesses - No illegality in passing of summoning order - Petition for quashing
dismissed. (Allahabad) 316

S.464 - False document - It is the essence of making a false document
that signature, seal or date shown on it should be false. (Kerala) 325

S.464 - False document - Mere making a false statement in a document
would not come within ambit of S.464 IPC and would not amount to forgery.

(Kerala) 325

Ss.465, 468, 471, 482, 34 - Forgery - Accused by portraying himself
as spiritual head by a section of community and by making a statement which
was apparently incorrect, cannot be held responsible for having committed
offence of forgery - If there was an injunction restraining accused from
acting said spiritual head, party aggrieved can always approach civil Court for
interdicting him - Accused not liable for offences in question - Proceedings
quashed. (Kerala) 325

S.493 - Offence u/s 493 IPC - Essence of an offence u/s 493 IPC is
practice of deception by a man on a woman as a consequence of which
woman is led to believe that she is lawfully married to him though she is not
and then make her cohabit with him. (S.C.) 010

S.493, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.482 - Offence u/s 493 IPC
- Quashing of charge sheet - No allegation of any inducement or any deceit to
make victim believe that she was lawfully married to accused, which mislead
her to have sexual intercourse with accused - Only allegation is that after
marriage was settled, accused started visiting house of complainant frequently
and would mislead and instigate his daughter that relation is final and only
Feras are to be performed - Ingredients to constitute an offence u/s 493 IPC
are missing from averments - Charge sheet quashed. (S.C.) 010

Ss.498-A, 323, 406, 506, 34 - Cruelty - Quashing of FIR - Complainant
concocted a story that there was demand of dowry before marriage and at the
time of marriage - However, there is no complaint made then or soon after
couple had left for USA - Allegations of cruelty, harassment and torture if any
took place in USA and cognizance of it could not have been taken by police in
India, particularly when parties had invoked jurisdiction of US Court for their
matrimonial dispute and all disputes stand settled - FIR is based on concoctions
and these baseless allegations amounts to blatant misuse of process of law -
FIR quashed. (P&H) 742
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Ss.498-A, 406 - Offence u/ss 498-A, 406 IPC - No specific allegation
of any entrustment of any article having been made to any of accused - No
convincing evidence from which an inference could be drawn that complainant
was subjected to alleged harassment so as to pressurize and coerce her to
meet unlawful demands of dowry of accused - Accused rightly acquitted.

(P&H) 759

Ss.498-A, 506, 120-B, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.482 - Cruelty
- Quashing of proceedings - Father-in-law, brother-in-law and sister-in-law of
complainant - No direct and specific allegations against petitioners that they
had given beatings to complainant or demanded any dowry article or
misappropriated stridhan - Complainant failed to bring on record any evidence
that she had been physically abused by petitioners or entrustment of any
dowry articles - All the petitioners are living separately - FIR qua petitioners
quashed. (P&H) 209

Ss.498-A, 506, 323, 406, 34 - Offence u/ss 498-A, 506, 323, 406, 34
IPC - Husband and wife compromised the matter - Proceedings quashed
against distant relative of husband and wife. (S.C.) 001

Ss.499, 500 - Defamation - Acquittal in a case u/s 138 Negotiable
Instruments Act - Does not attract Ss.499 and/or S.500 IPC - Mens-rea is a
mandatory prerequisite for the offence of defamation - Held, in the present
case mens rea or criminal intention is lacking on the part of accused, hence,
they cannot be held guilty of offence of defamation within the meaning of
S.499 IPC - Criminal complaint and summoning order quashed. (P&H) 596

S.506, Scheduled Castes and Scheduled Tribes (Prevention of
Atrocities) Act, 1989, S.3 - Offence u/s 506 IPC and S.3 of SC/ST Act -
Quashing of FIR - FIR in question is counter blast of earlier FIR filed by
petitioner against one 'D' for molestation and complainant in present case is
peon working in office of said 'D' - Present FIR is nothing but an attempt to
overawe her so that by succumbing to pressure, said 'D' might get benefit in
earlier FIR against him - FIR in question along with all consequential
proceedings quashed. (P&H) 712

LIMITATION

Limitation - Extension of limitation period due to COVID-19 pandemic
- Limitation prescribed under S.138 Negotiable Instruments Act and under
Arbitration and Conciliation Act, 1996 shall be extended with effect from
15.3.2020 till further orders to be passed by Supreme Court - However, in
case limitation has expired after 15.3.2020 then period from 15.3.2020 till the
date on which lock down is lifted in jurisdictional area where dispute lies or
where cause of action arises shall be extended for a period of 15 days after
lifting of lock down. (S.C.) 550

MAINTENANCE AND WELFARE OF PARENTS AND
SENIOR CITIZENS ACT, 2007

S.4 - Eviction of daughter - Property of mother - Mother seriously
apprehends physical and mental harassment and consequently threat to her life
at the hands of her divorcee daughter, if she goes to reside in her own flat
without daughter being evicted from same - However, in view of COVID-19
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pandemic and consequent problems, order cannot be passed directing daughter
to make alternate arrangements - But, stern warning is given to daughter as
well as her son that if either of them cause any harassment to mother making
it difficult for her to reside in her own flat, Court will forthwith restrain them
from entering said flat in which mother is residing notwithstanding daughter
may be having small share in said flat as heir of her father - Directions issued.

(Bombay) (DB) 348

NARCOTIC DRUGS AND PSYCHOTROPIC
SUBSTANCES ACT, 1985

Ss.2(viia), 2(xxiiia) - Challenge to Notifications 2009 and 2001 -
Notifications issued in exercise of powers conferred by Ss.2(viia), 2(xxiiia) of
the Act - It cannot be said that said Notifications are ultra vires to Scheme
and relevant provisions of NDPS Act - Challenge to said Notifications rejected.

(S.C.) 228

S.2(viia), 2(xxiiia), Entry No.239 and Note 2 of notification dated
19.10.2001, S.21 - Contraband - Determination of small or commercial quantity
- Seizure of mixture of NDPS with one or more neutral substances - Quantity
of neutral substance is not to be excluded and to be taken into consideration
along with actual content of weight of offending drug, while determining
"small or commercial quantity" of the Narcotic Drugs or Psychotropic
Substances. (S.C.) 228

Ss.8, 21 - Recovery of 320 gms Morphine - Non-joining of independent
witness - Recovery and arrest of accused is not supported by any public
witness - PWs stated that they tried public to be witness of incident but due
to fear of evil, nobody came forward to be witness - Since the evidence of
police officials is found acceptable, prosecution case cannot be rejected solely
on the ground that no independent witness was examined. (Allahabad) 283

Ss.8, 21 - Recovery of 320 gms Morphine - Recovery and arrest of
accused happens suddenly at about 9.30 PM and it was a winter season -
Police informed accused that he has a right to be searched before any gazetted
officer and he may be taken for search - But accused refused to go anywhere
and handed over to police a polythene of Morphine taking it out from pocket
of his pant - Police took search of accused, recovery of contraband was
made and police prepared recovery memo thereof - It cannot be said that
mandatory provision of NDPS Act is not complied with by police - Accused
said nothing in his defence - Minor discrepancies, variations and contradictions
in prosecution case do not go to root of case - Recovery proved - Accused
rightly convicted. (Allahabad) 283

Ss.8(b), 18 - Illegal cultivation of opium-poppy plants - Agricultural land
in question belonged to accused - However, accused was not found in the
field at the relevant time - No proof is forth coming from prosecution to
establish that accused was in exclusive possession of field or he had actually
cultivated opium-poppy plants although it was found in the field in question -
Merely because accused was owner of field in question, it cannot be said in
the light of evidence of informant that field was exclusively or consciously
controlled by him - Accused rightly acquitted. (Bombay) (DB) 747

Ss.8(b), 18 - Illegal cultivation of opium-poppy plants - Secret information
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- Alleged information in respect of growing of opium-poppy plants in village
by some agriculturist, was not reduced into writing by concerned - However,
PW3/informant stated that he reduced in writing information so received by
him, but same is not produced in Court - Even he does not throw light as to
procedure and means applied by him while recording said information and its
importance - There is thus, no occasion to verify correctness or otherwise of
said information and as also about its source - This is a major lacuna in
prosecution case. (Bombay) (DB) 747

Ss.8(b), 18 - Illegal cultivation of opium-poppy plants - Testimony of
Panch witness - PW1 is a habitual panch witness, reason being his acquaintance
with informant - He cannot tell even by approximation as to what crops were
grown in the field where raid was carried out - Not only FIR but contents of
panchnama clearly depicts nature of crops grown at relevant time - In such
circumstances, it was desirable from mouth of PW1 to depose about standing
crops at the relevant time - Testimony of Panch witness is not reliable.

(Bombay) (DB) 747

Ss.8(b), 18 - Illegal cultivation of opium-poppy plants - There is no
evidence of safe custody of seized muddemal - It cannot be said that prosecution
has ruled out possibility of sample parcels having not been tampered with by
anybody till it reached hands of chemical analyser - This circumstance makes
prosecution case suspect - Accused rightly acquitted. (Bombay) (DB) 747

Ss.8(c), 22(c), 23(c), 28, 29, 37, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973,
S.439 - Bail - Recovery of psychotropic Substance - Commercial quantity -
Information regarding recovery was received by NCB from CISF Control
room, Airport - Investigation of the case is conducted in a very perfunctory
manner - Even the statements of CISF personnel who had carried out detection
of narcotic drug is not recorded by NCB - Though it was submitted that
CCTV footage of interception and seizure was available with CISF, but same
was not collected - Accused have been in custody from 9.10.2019 - Prima
facie there are serious doubts concerning seizure of narcotics from possession
of accused - There are reasonable grounds for believing that accused are not
guilty of offence in question and that they are not likely to commit any
offence while on bail - Moreover, there are no criminal antecedents of accused
- Bail held, granted to accused with conditions. (Kerala) 531

S.15 - Recovery of 2 kg poppy straw - Primarily the burden is on
prosecution to prove that after seizure till the testing by the Laboratory none
tampered the sample - Prosecution failed to examine Head constable and
constable that during the time the sample remained in their possession, there
was no opportunity for them or anyone else to tamper with the same - Simply
because laboratory found seals to be intact is not sufficient because these are
not seals as fine as Bar Code or QR - Even otherwise the sample was put in
cloth parcel and not some tamper proof unopenable packet - Prosecution
miserably failed to prove that sample which the laboratory tested remained un-
tampered. (H.P.) 601

S.15 - Recovery of 2 kg poppy straw - Sample - Prosecution failed to
examine Head constable and constable that during the time the sample remained
in their possession, there was no opportunity for them or anyone else to
tamper with the same - Once the sample is not proved to be untampered, the
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contraband with the bulk leads to the same inference - Prosecution did not
prove that what was seized from accused, the laboratory tested the same and
in between there was no opportunity with any one to tamper with the same -
Prosecution failed to prove its case beyond reasonable doubt and the benefit
must go to accused - Accused acquitted. (H.P.) 601

S.15 - Recovery of 2 kg poppy straw - Secret information - Non-
examination of shopkeeper from whom prosecution allegedly brought scale
and weights - Prosecution not proved as to when they departed for detection
of crime and as to carrying investigation kit - Both independent witnesses not
supported prosecution case and stated that police picked accused from his
house - Possibility of entire sealing taking place in police station and not at the
spot as projected by prosecution cannot be ruled out - Consequently, non-
examination of said shopkeeper is fatal to prosecution case. (H.P.) 601

S.15(c) - Recovery of poppy husk - I.O was not competent to conduct
investigation, as he was ad hoc ASI and holding substantive rank of a head
Constable - This fact is admitted by I.O himself during his cross-examination
- This creates defect in prosecution case. (P&H) 277

S.15(c) - Recovery of poppy husk - Non-examination of independent
witness - Independent witness remained associated with police party during
entire recovery proceedings - Even seals were handed over to him - However,
for reasons best known to prosecution, independent witness was not examined
- Non-examination of independent witness is a material circumstance against
prosecution and benefit thereof, ought to be extended to accused. (P&H) 277

S.20(b)(ii)(C) - Recovery of 30 kgs ganja - Independent witnesses
completely denied of their presence during search and seizure and that they
only signed the documents at a different place and time on instruction of
Excise officials - Reasonable doubt arises in prosecution case regarding search
and seizure of contraband from possession of accused. (Orissa) 778

S.20(b)(ii)(C) - Recovery of 30 kgs ganja - Informant is also I.O, who
detected accused with contraband, conducted search and seized the same,
lodged first information and also conducted entire investigation - It is not the
case of prosecution that there was no other Officer available to conduct
investigation nor it is case of prosecution that some other reason compelled
PW3 to take up investigation - It is simply without any explanation - Accused
thus, prejudiced by conduct of PW3 when she being informant became I.O -
Accused acquitted. (Orissa) 778

S.20(b)(ii)(C) - Recovery of 30 kgs ganja - Weighment of contraband -
When place of seizure is public place and weighment chart is not produced
nor brass seal, nor independent witness supports prosecution version, doubt
on prosecution case regarding seizure of contraband of particular quantity
becomes grave - It is thus, duty of prosecution to prove possession of
contraband with accused and seizure thereof by adducing clear and cogent
evidence - However, it is not so done - More so, duplicate sample packet of
contraband has also not been produced on record without giving any explanation
from side of prosecution - Prosecution case thus, doubtful - Accused acquitted.

(Orissa) 778

S.20(b)(ii)(C) - Recovery of 6 bags of ganja - Minor difference in
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weight of samples shall not vitiate trial, particularly when seal of packed
samples were found to be intact and identical with specimen impression of
seal when presented for chemical examination as per report.

(Calcutta) (DB) 620

S.20(b)(ii)(C) - Recovery of 6 bags of ganja - Non-joining of independent
witness - Seizure took place in dead hours of night on highway where vehicles
ply with enormous speed and one cannot expect a pedestrian to loiter around
- Sketch map of place of occurrence does not indicate any shop or residence
in or around the area and shops, if any are expected to remain shut at such
wee hours of night - Vivid picture of seizure, sampling and labeling of seized
articles were found in evidence and such seizure is not subject to slightest
doubt - Moreover, evidence of official witnesses does not suffer from such
material contradictions as would make prosecution case doubtful - Non-joining
of independent witness not fatal to prosecution case. (Calcutta) (DB) 620

Ss.20(b)(ii)(C), 54 - Recovery of 6 bags of ganja - Constructive
possession - Vehicle containing contraband was owned by accused 'S' at the
relevant time - Certificate of fitness, insurance certificate and goods carriage
permit of vehicle refer to accused 'S' as owner of vehicle - No explanation
offered by accused 'S' as to under what circumstances contraband was found
in his vehicle and his vehicle was found on highway at material point of time
- Failure to offer such explanation entails adverse presumption against owner
which leads to inference that he was in constructive possession of contraband
despite not being found in vehicle when vehicle was intercepted - Accused 'S'
rightly convicted. (Calcutta) (DB) 620

Ss.20(b)(ii)(C), 54 - Recovery of 6 bags of ganja - Driver of vehicle,
accused 'B' stands on different footing than owner of vehicle - Recovery or
possession of contraband from vehicle can under no circumstances be attributed
to him, given scanty of evidence on record - One authorized letter issued by
owner of vehicle in favour of accused 'B' to drive vehicle was seized from
possession of accused 'B' during investigation - But such authorization merely
indicates that accused 'B' is authorized to drive the vehicle and by no stretch
of imagination it can be inferred that he was in fact driving vehicle on relevant
night - Since link between owner of vehicle and accused 'B' not established,
benefit of doubt thus, given to accused 'B' - Accused 'B' acquitted.

(Calcutta) (DB) 620

S.21 - Contraband - Provision of S.21 of the Act is not stand alone
provision and must be construed along with other provisions in the statue
including provisions in NDPS Act including Notifications. (S.C.) 228

Ss.22, 37, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.439 - Bail - Recovery
of 1120 tablets - Commercial quantity - Investigation of case is complete and
charge already framed - Petitioner is in custody since Jan 2019 - No PW
examined till date and no explanation is forthcoming for such delay - It is not
the case of prosecution that in case petitioner is enlarged on bail then he may
tamper with evidence or influence witnesses or he may repeat offence - It is
thus, a fit case where departure can be made under provisions of S.37 NDPS
Act - Bail granted to petitioner. (P&H) 558

S.37 - Bail - Case of appellant totally different from other accused -
Reasonable possibility is there that he may be acquitted - He has been behind
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bars since his arrest on 04.08.2017 i.e. for more than 2 years and he is a
young man aged about 25 years - He is a B.Tech Graduate - In the facts and
circumstances of this case it is a fit case where appellant is entitled to bail
because there is a possibility that he was unaware of the illegal activities of his
brother and the other crew members - Case of appellant is different from that
of all the other accused, whether it be the Master of the ship, the crew
members or the persons who introduced the Master to the prospective buyers
and the prospective buyers - Bail granted with conditions. (S.C.) 560

S.37 - Bail - Non-commercial quantity - Bail may be granted to accused
in appropriate cases. (Delhi) 489

S.37 - Bail - Provision of S.37 of the Act lays down to limitations for
grant of bail : (a) that Court is prima facie of he view that appellant is not
guilty of offence and (b) he is not likely to commit any offence while on bail.

(S.C.) 560

S.37 - Bail - Provision of S.37 of the Act though creates a bar for the
grant of bail in case of commercial quantity - However, the same is not
absolute in nature. (P&H) 591

S.37 - Bail - Recovery slightly higher than commercial quantity -
Departure can be made from bar of S.37 of the Act when recovered contraband
is slightly higher than commercial quantity. (P&H) 591

S.37 - Bail - Scheme of S.37 of the Act reveals that exercise of power
to grant bail is not only subject to limitation contained u/s 439 Cr.P.C, but is
also subject to limitation placed by S.37 of the Act, which commences with
non-obstante clause. (S.C.) 331

Ss.37, 15, 25, 29, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.439 - Bail -
Recovery of 140 kg poppy husk - Petitioner implicated on basis of disclosure
statement of co-accused - He was not arrested from the spot and no recovery
was made from him - There is no other material/evidence connecting petitioner
with co-accused and contraband recovered - Rigors of S.37(1)(b) of NDPS
Act are not applicable qua petitioner - Trial of case is likely to take long time
- Bail granted to petitioner. (P&H) 506

Ss.37, 22, 29, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.439 - Bail - Recovery
of 55 gms intoxicating powder jointly from petitioners - In case petitioners are
released on bail, there is no likelihood that they will tamper with the evidence
or influence the witnesses or that they may repeat the offence particularly in
view of the fact that there is no other case pending against two of the
petitioners and only one another case under the Act is pending against third
petitioner - Departure can be made from bar of S.37 of the Act when recovered
contraband is slightly higher than commercial quantity - Bail granted.

(P&H) 591

Ss.37(1)(b)(ii), 20(b)(ii)(c), 29, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.439
- Post arrest bail - Recovery of hashish oil - Single Judge failed to record a
finding mandated u/s 37 of NDPS Act, which is sine qua non for granting bail
to accused under NDPS Act - High Court completely overlooked the underlying
object of S.37 of the Act that in addition to the limitations provided under the
Cr.P.C., or any other law for the time being in force, regulating the grant of
bail, its liberal approach in the matter of bail under the NDPS Act is indeed
uncalled for - Order granting bail set aside. (S.C.) 331
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S.50 - Recovery of 120 capsules of Spasmo Proxywon and one injection
of Avil 10 ml along with syringe - Giving of third option of search to accused
by I.O - I.O gave offer to accused to get his search conducted either through
him or through a Gazetted Officer or through a Magistrate, which was defective
offer and was not in consonance with provision of S.50 of the Act - Giving
of third option by I.O to accused that he could also be searched before him is
not lawful - There is thus, violation of provision of S.50 of the Act - Accused
acquitted. (P&H) 068

S.50 - Recovery of 30 kgs ganja - Non-compliance of S.50 of the Act
- Mere taking LTI impression of accused on a re-printed format will not
satisfy due compliance of S.50 of the Act - For said purpose it is duty of
Detection Officer to take search of accused in an NDPS case before Executive
Magistrate or Gazetted Officer as mandated in the Act - Requirements of S.50
of the Act not complied with - Accused acquitted. (Orissa) 778

S.52-A - Recovery of poppy husk - Case property was never produced
before Area Magistrate in compliance of mandate of S.52-A of the Act - Even
special report of case was not promptly sent to Area Magistrate - Sending of
special report to senior officials and Area Magistrate is vital safeguard against
manipulations by investigating agency and unexplained delay in sending special
report creates a doubt in prosecution story - Recovery proceedings doubtful -
Accused acquitted. (P&H) 277

NEGOTIABLE INSTRUMENTS ACT, 1881

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Closure of defence evidence - Four
opportunities granted but accused neither taken any steps nor produced evidence
in defence - However, to meet the interest of justice and to give a chance of
a fair trial to the parties, one opportunity is granted to lead defence evidence
subject to cost of Rs.25,000/-. (H.P.) 223

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Complainant failed to prove on record
that cheques issued in discharge of a legally enforceable debt - He himself
admitted that cheques in question had been given by accused to him for safe
dealing as agreement to sell executed between parties - If cheques are used
for a certain contract/agreement and not towards discharge of any debt or any
other liability, offence u/s 138 of the Act is not attracted - Accused rightly
acquitted. (P&H) 661

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Complaint filed on the basis of dishonour
of cheque for the second time - Fact of cheque dishonoured earlier concealed
in the complaint - Cheque dishonoured for the second time was presented for
encashment within its validity period of three months - Complaint is maintainable.

(P&H) 494

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Demand notice - A demand for payment
of amount of cheque by giving a notice in writing is sine qua non for filing a
complaint for offence u/s 138 of the Act. (Kerala) 568

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Hand loan of Rs.75,000/- - Accused
known to complainant for more than five years - Accused not explained the
circumstances under which two cheques were issued - Failure to obtain
promissory note or nay other document at the time of giving loan cannot be
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said to be fatal - Two cheques carry with them presumption u/ss 139, 118 of
N.I. Act - Accused failed to rebut the presumptions - Accused rightly convicted.

(Madras) 159

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Loan of Rs.2 lakhs - Financial capacity
- Complainant employed as driver and getting salary of Rs.7,500/- per month -
Loan not substantiated with any supporting material - Complainant not proved
his case beyond reasonable doubt - Explanation of accused that one of the
cheque was handed over to one 'J' and is used against him, seems portable -
Accused acquitted. (Madras) 575

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Loan transaction of Rs.23,94,700/- -
Complainant failed to prove his financial capacity of lending such a huge
amount to accused - He himself admitted that he was under debt - Complainant
neither produced any evidence to prove liability of accused nor proved source
of raising such a huge amount to accused - Case attempted to be built by
complainant appears to be suffering from fatal infirmities so much so that it
goes directly to root of case - Accused rightly acquitted. (P&H) 696

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Modification of sentence - Cheque
amount of Rs.Seven lakhs - Conviction - Sentence of four months simple
imprisonment - Accused, a woman already undergone more than one month of
sentence - Cheque was issued way back in the year 2013 - Sentence of
imprisonment thus, modified to refund of cheque amount of Rs.7,00,000 as
compensation. (S.C.) 633

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Non-filing of income tax return - Matter
related to income tax is issue between Revenue and Assessee, therefore, non-
filing of income tax return cannot be a solitary basis for rejecting evidence of
complainant. (Chhattisgarh) 200

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Notice - If acknowledgement card is
not returned within a reasonable time, it is for complainant to make enquiry
with postal department regarding fate of notice sent by him. (Kerala) 082

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Notice - Issued beyond 30 days from
the date of return memo - Complaint is not maintainable. (Delhi) 121

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Notice - Lawyers notice - Omission on
the part of lawyer to put his signature in the notice issued u/s 138 of the Act
cannot be treated as defective notice. (Kerala) 583

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Notice - Lawyers notice - Omission on
the part of lawyer to put his signature in the notice - Since there was demand
of money as such notice without signatures of lawyer cannot be held to be a
defective notice. (Kerala) 583

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Notice - No requirement that notice
should be in a signed form - Proviso to S.138 of the Act states 'giving a
notice in writing' and not 'by giving a notice in writing with signature'.

(Kerala) 583

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Notice - Notice is to be read as a whole
- Perusal of notice clearly setting out the details of the cheque which is
dishonoured, so it cannot be said that demand made is ambiguous or in any
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way confusing as there is no denial that cheque in question were not issued or
that it was not dishonoured for insufficient funds. (Delhi) 405

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Notice - Service of notice - Complaint
is maintainable u/s 138 of the Act, only when it is filed after due service of
notice as contemplated u/s 138 of the Act. (Allahabad) 428

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Notice - Service of notice - If service is
refused or service by absence could not be made effective, service could be
deemed sufficient as per law - But in any case 15 days time prescribed by law
should always be fulfilled to maintain complaint u/s 138 of the Act.

(Allahabad) 428

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Notice - Signature on cheque and fact
that cheque drawn on account of accused not disputed by accused - Liability
on accused was established - Discharge was not established by accused -
Complainant succeeded in proving existence of a legally sustainable debt and
cheque remained unpaid even after issuance of statutory notice - Accused held
guilty of committing offence u/s 138 of the Act and thus, liable to be convicted
- Since cheque remained unpaid since 2005, imposition of fine of Rs.55,000 in
default of which he shall undergone SI for 2 months will serve interest of
justice. (Kerala) 735

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Plea of security cheque which was
alleged to be misused - No plea that cheque was blank cheque, undated or
without indicating any figure - Stand of accused contradictory and seemingly
not plausible about the issuance of cheque - Presumption u/s 139 of the Act
not rebutted - Accused convicted. (Tripura) 086

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Premature complaint - Complaint filed
before expiry of 15 days time prescribed by law - Complaint quashed.

(Allahabad) 428

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Pre-mature complaint - Any complaint
filed before expiry of fifteen days from date on which notice has been served
on drawer/accused is no complaint at all in eye of law. (Kerala) 082

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - When amount was advanced on basis of
personal relation, therefore, preparation of other documents was not required
under law and cheque issued by accused is best document for showing
liability of accused. (Chhattisgarh) 200

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - Where cheques are used for a certain
contract/agreement and not towards discharge of any debt or any other liability,
offence u/s 138 of the Act is not attracted. (P&H) 661

S.138 - Dishonour of cheque - While dismissing complaint, trial Court
held that ink used to fill up the cheque is different and witness could not tell
as to who had filled up the cheque - Held, Magistrate has taken a reasonable
and probable view on appreciation of evidence. (P&H) 661

S.138, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, Ss.251, 263(g) - Dishonour
of cheque - Plea of accused that he should not be tried u/s 138 of N.I. Act
can only be raised before Court of Magistrate u/s 251 Cr.P.C. and 236(g) of
Cr.P.C. - Along with this plea, he can file necessary documents and also make
an application. (Delhi) 405
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S.138, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.311 - Dishonour of cheque
- Additional evidence - Belated stage - Additional evidence sought to be produced
and proved after final hearing of the case - But complainant has got an
explanation that document was given by him to his advocate and it got
misplaced in another case bundle - Order allowing application, upheld.

(Kerala) 091

S.138, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.311 - Dishonour of cheque
- Additional evidence - Belated stage - Additional evidence sought to be produced
and proved after final hearing of the case - Court at any stage of inquiry, trial
or other proceedings can act in one of three ways : (i) to summon any person
as a witness; or (ii) to examine any person in attendance, though not summoned
as a witness; or (iii) to recall and re-examine any person already examined -
However, Court can summon and examine or recall and re-examine any such
person only when his evidence appears to be essential to the just decision of
the case. (Kerala) 091

S.138, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.311 - Dishonour of cheque
- Additional evidence - Belated stage - Additional evidence sought to be produced
and proved after final hearing of the case - Plea that it is not proper or
permissible to recall a prosecution witness after final hearing of the case -
There is no illegality in summoning or re-calling a witness after closure of
evidence - Criminal Court has ample power to summon any person as a
witness or recall and re-examine any such person even if evidence on both
sides is closed. (Kerala) 091

S.138, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.311 - Dishonour of cheque
- Additional evidence - Production and proof of agreement relating to alleged
transaction between complainant and accused - Case of complainant is not
based on this document but it is based on dishonoured cheque - It is not that
attempt of complainant in producing and proving the document amounts to an
attempt to fill up the lacuna in his case. (Kerala) 091

S.138, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.311 - Dishonour of cheque
- Additional evidence - Proof of a document not mentioned in complaint - In
prosecution u/s 138 of the Act, complainant need not mention all facts relating
to original transaction in the complaint or notice, as if in a plaint in a suit.

(Kerala) 091

S.138, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.311 - Dishonour of cheque
- Additional evidence - Proof of a document not mentioned in complaint -
Normally complainant has to produce the documents at least before the
commencement of examination of witnesses - In case there is some omission
in that regard, it does not mean that document cannot be produced subsequently.

(Kerala) 091

S.138, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.311 - Dishonour of cheque
- Complainant not cross examined despite providing opportunities - Petitioner
provided an opportunity, in the interest of justice, to cross examine complainant
subject to payment of costs of Rs.10,000/-. (Rajasthan) 695

S.138, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.311 - Dishonour of cheque
- Production of Income Tax Returns - Loan - Complainant stating that repayment
made was towards interest whereas plea of accused that he was paying
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instalments towards the principal amount and not towards interest - Plea that
ITRs for the relevant period do not reflect receiving any interest - Loan
advanced in the year 2008 - Production of ITR's for the year 2008-09, 2009-
10, 2010-11, 2011-12 - Cannot be declined on the ground that ITRs are
already on record and which pertain to the year 2012-13, 2013-14 - Accused
permitted to summon the record relating to ITR's of complainant for the year
2008-09, 2009-10, 2010-11 and 2011-12. (P&H) 580

S.138, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.315 - Dishonour of cheque
- Accused seeking permission to examine himself as his own witness after
defence evidence was closed - There is no bar to examination of accused as
his own witness in disproof of charge against him before judgment -
Complainant will not suffer any prejudice as he will be granted an opportunity
to cross examine accused - Complainant can be compensated by an order for
payment of costs for inconvenience, delay and expense caused - Accused
allowed to examine himself as his own witness subject to payment of Rs.10,000/
- as costs. (P&H) 728

S.138, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.391 - Dishonour of cheque
- Additional evidence during pendency of appeal filed against order of conviction
- To prove statement of accounts and books of account - Income tax return
sought to be produced in additional evidence could have been proved during
trial by summoning record from Income Tax Department - Prior to moving
application for additional evidence, petitioners never claimed, alleged or pleaded
that were unable to produce account books or statement of account - Petitioner
moved application to lead additional evidence to fill up lacuna in his case and
to wriggle out of the finding of trial Court that petitioner did not prove his
statement of accounts and books of accounts in support of his defence, while
convicting him - Permitting additional evidence would tantamount to retrial of
case which would definitely prejudice the rights of complainant - Application
rightly dismissed. (P&H) 640

S.138, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.431 - Dishonour of cheque
- Compromise in Lok Adalat - Default in payment - Award of Lok Adalat can
be executed as a Civil decree or as per provision of S.431 Cr.P.C. depending
on terms contained in the compromise - If there is a term agreed that the
complainant can enforce the compromise on default by resorting to S.431 of
Cr.P.C., then complainant would be well within his right to do so - If there is
no such term agreed, then award passed by the Lok-Adalat can only be
enforced as a Civil decree. (Karnataka) 370

S.138, Evidence Act, 1872, S.45 - Dishonour of cheque - Sending
cheque to handwriting expert - Absence of plea either by complainant or
accused that accused made entries in the cheque - Accused admitted signature
in the cheque - When accused admits signature in the cheque, it is immaterial
whether some other person had made the entries in the cheque or filled it up
- Even if some other person had filled up the cheque, it does not in any way
affect the validity of cheque - Application rightly dismissed. (Kerala) 203

Ss.138, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.389 - Dishonour of cheque
- Bail during pendency of appeal against conviction - Direction to deposit 20%
of compensation amount - Accused does not have any source of income, as
her financial condition is very weak - Husband of accused died, who was sole
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earning member of family - Accused is not in a position to deposit 20% of
compensation amount - Since appeal of accused is admitted for final hearing
and she was released on bail, it is held, justifiable to keep amount of penalty in
abeyance till disposal of appeal. (Allahabad) 708

S.138(b) - Dishonour of cheque - Accused did not disputed his signature
in cheque except that it was issued as blank to one person - However, defence
case was not probabilised in any convincing manner - Even no rebuttal evidence
was adduced by accused - Complainant proved that cheque was issued in
discharge of a legally enforceable debt and also proved sufficient funds to
advance loan of Rs.70,000 to accused - Presumption of consideration u/s 138
of the Act attaching to cheque stands un-rebutted - Accused held, guilty of
offence u/s 138 of the Act - Accused convicted. (Kerala) 803

S.138(b) - Dishonour of cheque - Notice - A drawer whose defence
denying liability for payment of cheque amount having been found by Court
on evidence to be either not proved or improbable, has ordinarily no right to
contend that demand notice returned as unclaimed was not sent in his correct
address and thus, resist presumption of deemed service u/s 27 of General
Clauses Act being drawn against him. (Kerala) 803

S.138(b) - Dishonour of cheque - Notice - When notice is sent by
registered post, presumption of deemed service u/s 27 of General Clauses Act
arises, provided it is proved to be dispatched in correct address of noticee -
S.138(b) of the Act does not insist that actual receipt of notice by drawer of
cheque must be proved. (Kerala) 803

S.138(b) - Dishonour of cheque - Notice - Where accused denies
liability for payment of cheque amount and contests charge u/s 138 of the
Act, he may not be justified in seeking rejection of complaint on mere showing
demand notice was not dispatched in correct postal address since he is least
affected or prejudiced by alleged denial of opportunity for discharge of liability
which he does not admit. (Kerala) 803

S.138(b) - Proviso - Dishonour of cheque - Demand notice - Mistake in
notice in mentioning number of cheque does not make the notice defective or
invalid. (Kerala) 568

S.138(b) - Proviso - Dishonour of cheque - Demand notice - No form
of notice is prescribed u/s 138(b) Proviso of the Act. (Kerala) 568

S.138(b) - Proviso - Dishonour of cheque - Demand notice - Requirement
of giving notice to drawer of cheque is to enable him to avoid a prosecution
u/s 138 of the Act. (Kerala) 568

S.138(b) - Proviso - Dishonour of cheque - Demand notice - Statue
does not provide that number of cheque shall be mentioned in the notice -
What is required is a demand by giving a notice in writing to drawer of
cheque for payment of amount covered by cheque. (Kerala) 568

S.138(b) - Proviso - Dishonour of cheque - Demand notice - There
was only one transaction of sale of property of complainant and his wife to
children of petitioner - Fact that four sale deeds are executed on two dates
does not mean that there was several transactions between them - Notice sent
by complainant to accused contains all relevant details of sale deeds - Notice
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also contains particulars of all five cheque allegedly issued by accused to wife
of complainant - However, accused issued only a cheque for Rs.2,33,000 to
complainant - There was no other cheque issued by her to complainant for
same amount or for a different amount - Notice thus, not created any confusion
in the mind of accused as to amount of cheque which was demanded in it -
Mistake in notice in mentioning number of cheque for Rs.2,33,000 does not
make the notice defective or invalid - Notice is valid. (Kerala) 568

Ss.138, 139 - Dishonour of cheque - Loan - Complainant capable to
advance loan - Loan was advanced on basis of personal relations - Held,
preparation of other documents not required and cheque issued by accused is
the best document for showing his liability. (Chhattisgarh) 762

Ss.138, 139 - Dishonour of cheque - Loan - Complainant deposed that
loan is shown in income tax return - However, income tax return not produced
- Held, when legal presumption is available in favour of complainant which is
not rebutted then no corroboration is required to version of complainant by
submitting income tax return - Matter related to income tax is an issue between
Revenue and Assessee - Non filing of income tax return not a solitary basis
for rejecting evidence of complainant. (Chhattisgarh) 762

Ss.138, 139 - Dishonour of cheque - Presumption - Accused did not
give reply to notice issued to him - It is not a case of accused that he has not
signed the cheque - Though no account register or income tax return was
produced by complainant, but when accused himself has not denied borrowing
money and did not enter into witness box, presumption is not rebutted -
Acquittal of accused set aside - Accused convicted. (Chhattisgarh) 200

Ss.138, 139 - Dishonour of cheque - Presumption - Accused did not
lead evidence that he had not borrowed money from complainant - Presumption
survives and corroboration to the statement of complainant is not required.

(Chhattisgarh) 762

Ss.138, 139 - Dishonour of cheque - Presumption - When legal
presumption is available in favour of complainant which is not rebutted, no
corroboration is required to version of complainant by submitting income tax
return. (Chhattisgarh) 200

Ss.138, 141 - Dishonour of cheque - Company - Director of company
as accused No.2 - Complaint not filed assigning the role of accused No.2
specifically and therefore complainant against accused No.2 is not maintainable
- Accused rightly acquitted. (P&H) 254

Ss.138, 141 - Dishonour of cheque - Company/Corporation - Complaint
by constituted attorney - Attorney not examined - No resolution of company in
his favour either by Board of Directors of the complainant corporation or by
Managing Director - Complaint not instituted through authorized person -
Accused rightly acquitted. (P&H) 254

Ss.138, 141 - Dishonour of cheque - Complaint against company through
Managing Director - No body named as Managing Director - Prosecution of
company without naming any person as Managing Director is defective as
even in case of holding Company guilty, no one can be sentenced - Accused
rightly acquitted. (P&H) 254
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Ss.138, 141 - Dishonour of cheque - Offence by company - Applicants
being three directors of company contended that they already resigned from
the post of director before issuance of cheque in question - However, as per
averments in complaint, applicants are incharge and responsible for day to day
trade, supervision, affairs and business management of accused/company being
Directors - Applicants are also signatories for and on behalf of company and
one of applicants signed the cheque - No evidence on record that resignation
given by applicants was accepted by Company - Order of issuance of process
against applicants needs no interference. (Bombay) 439

Ss.138, 141 - Dishonour of cheque - Offence by company - Issuance
of separate notice to Managing Director/petitioner is not necessary where
notice was issued to accused/company through petitioner himself. (P&H) 612

Ss.138, 141 - Dishonour of cheque - Offence by company - Petitioner
Managing Director of accused company and he signed all the cheques which
on presentation were dishonored - He is responsible for conduct of business
of company - Merely because trial Court allowed some authorized person to
appear on behalf of company does not mean that petitioner get absolved of his
criminal liability in his capacity as Managing Director of company and signatory
of dishonoured cheques - Petitioner rightly summoned - Petition for quashing
dismissed. (P&H) 612

Ss.138, 142(1)(b) - Dishonour of cheque - Condonation of delay in
filing complaint - Delay cannot be condoned without notice to accused and
without granting him an opportunity of being heard in the matter.(Kerala) 082

Ss.138, 142(1)(b) - Dishonour of cheque - Condonation of delay in
filing complaint - Expression 'Sufficient Cause' shall be understood and applied
in a practical, pragmatic and reasonable manner - In the absence of any
deliberate inaction or negligence on the part of complainant, the words 'sufficient
cause' shall be construed in a liberal manner so as to advance substantial
justice - Rules of limitation are not meant to destroy the right of parties but
only to ensure that they do not resort to dilatory tactics. (Kerala) 082

Ss.138, 142(1)(b) - Dishonour of cheque - Condonation of delay in
filing complaint - Notice served on accused on 15.5.2018 - Complaint should
have been filed on or before date 29.6.2018 - However, complainant got
knowledge regarding date of service of notice on accused only on 26.6.2018 -
Complaint filed by complainant only on 1.8.2018 - There may be so many
circumstances which might have prevented complainant from filing complaint
before date 29.6.18 i.e within three days - Magistrate not found that there was
deliberate inaction or negligence on part of complainant in not filing complaint
within time - Trial Court directed to take a fresh decision on question of
condonation of delay in filing complaint. (Kerala) 082

Ss.138(c), 142(1)(b) - Dishonour of cheque - Notice - Actual date of
service of notice - Complainant is not required to establish precise date of
service of notice - Only obligation of complainant is to establish that he has
waited for 15 days from the date of service of notice and has filed the
complaint within 30 days thereafter. (Kerala) 735

Ss.138(c), 142(1)(b) - Dishonour of cheque - Notice - Non-mentioning
of actual date of service of notice - If date of actual service of notice is not
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clearly discernible from acknowledgement card, that cannot prejudice
complainant, since that is not due to default of complainant - That by itself
cannot lead to dismissal of complaint if he is able to establish by evidence
compliance of Ss.138(c), 142(1)(b) of the Act. (Kerala) 735

Ss.138(c), 142(1)(b) - Dishonour of cheque - Notice - Notice was
served on accused on 10.3.2005 as specifically pleaded in complaint -
Acknowledgement card bearing said date was produced along with complaint -
Said date is not challenged in cross-examination of complainant - In the light
of presumption u/s 27 of General Clauses Act, it is to be held that notice was
served on 10.3.2005. (Kerala) 735

Ss.138, 143-A - Dishonour of cheque - Direction to deposit 20% of
cheque amount - Accused was to pay amount as per notice on or before
11.08.2018 - Offence will be complete only after 11.08.2018 - S.143-A of the
Act came in the statute book on 01.09.2018 i.e. subsequent to commitment of
offence - Impugned order vide which direction issued to deposit 20% amount
of cheques as compensation as per S.143-A of the Act set aside.

(Bombay) 051

Ss.138, 145(2) - Dishonour of cheque - Summary trial - Evidence
already given by complainant by way of affidavit is sufficient proof of the
offence and this evidence is not required to be given again in terms of
S.145(1) of the Act and has to be read during trial - Complainant or other
witnesses can be recalled only when accused makes such an application and
this application must disclose reason why accused wants to recall the witnesses
and on what point witnesses are to be cross examined. (Delhi) 405

Ss.138, 145(2) - Dishonour of cheque - Summing order - Accused can
file application u/s 145(2) of the Act to recall complainant to cross examine
him on his plea of defence - However, only after disclosing his plea of
defence, he can make an application, that case should not be tried summarily
but as a summons trial case. (Delhi) 405

Ss.138, 147 - Dishonour of cheque - Compounding of offence -
Compromise arrived at between parties - Allowed - Conviction set aside -
Prayer for lesser amount of compounding fee instead of 15% of cheque
amount - Accused directed to deposit compounding fee of Rs.1000/- instead
of 15% of cheque amount. (H.P.) 319

PASSPORT ACT, 1967

Ss.22, 6 - Renewal of passport - Pendency of criminal case is not a
bar for renewal of passport, if person seeking renewal obtains due permission
from jurisdictional criminal Court to travel abroad. (Chhattisgarh) 054

PREVENTION OF CORRUPTION ACT, 1988

S.7 - Illegal gratification - Demand - Voice recorded - Plea of non
conducting voice test - Prosecution on many occasions directed petitioner to
give sample of his voice which is evident from the letters - Petitioner submitted
a written application that he is not desirous for voluntarily giving sample of his
voice - Held, ground of petitioner goes without merit that voice sample was
not taken as petitioner himself has refused to give sample of his voice.

(M.P.) (DB) 721

PASSPORT ACT, 1967
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S.7 - Illegal gratification - Identity - Plea that name of petitioner is
wrongly mentioned as Pramod Garg whereas he is Prabudh Garg - In the
revision memo petitioner has mentioned his name as Prabudh Garg alias Pramod
Garg - It is thus clear that Prabudh Garg and Pramod Garg are not two
persons and they are one and the same person. (M.P.) (DB) 721

S.7 - Illegal gratification - Plea that bribe amount was not given to
petitioner but to one 'AS' - It is apparent from the Copy of transcript of voice
recorder that there is demand and direction of petitioner to hand over the
amount to 'AS' - Order framing charge upheld. (M.P.) (DB) 721

Ss.7, 13(1)(d), 13(2) - Criminal misconduct - Petitioner, a public servant,
performed operation at a private hospital and obtained an amount of Rs.12,000/
- - Act of petitioner does not amount to criminal misconduct - Petitioner
discharged. (Kerala) 150

Ss.13(2), 13(1)(e) - Assets disproportionate to known source of income
- Quashing of FIR - Entire investigation of case is not in violation of S.17 of
P.C. Act - Merely because some property is shown in income tax returns,
same is not sufficient to say that no case of disproportionate assets can be
made out against an accused - Moreover, such plea cannot be appreciated at
the stage of quashing of FIR particularly when investigation of the case is not
yet complete - Petition for quashing dismissed. (Jharkhand) 450

PREVENTION OF MONEY LAUNDERING ACT, 2002

Ss.3, 4 - Offence u/ss 3, 4 of the Act - Cognizance of offence -
Prosecution levelled allegations of money laundering against accused, as per
definition given u/s 3 of the Act - Offence of money laundering u/s 3 of the
Act, is an independent offence and money laundering is a standalone offence
under the Act - Petitioner found involved in commission of offence in question
after analyzing the material placed on record - Order taking cognizance held,
proper. (Rajasthan) 466

PROTECTION OF CHILDREN FROM SEXUAL
OFFENCES ACT, 2012

S.6 - Penetrative sexual assault - Defence of accused is that mother of
prosecutrix was letting her friends abuse prosecutrix with intention to introduce
her to flesh trade - However, I.O deposed that mother of prosecutrix was not
found to be involved in the commission of crime - Even, prosecutrix had not
levelled any allegations against her mother or her mother' friends - Defence of
accused not probable, hence, rejected. (Delhi) (DB) 002

S.6 - Penetrative sexual assault - Testimony of prosecutrix - If testimony
of prosecutrix inspires confidence, same can be relied upon to convict accused.

(Delhi) (DB) 002

S.6 - Penetrative sexual assault - Testimony of prosecutrix - Prosecutrix
specifically named accused to be person who had committed rape upon her on
numerous occasions in previous four years - She was aged about 8 years
when accused had first committed aggravated penetrative sexual assault upon
her - Testimony of prosecutrix is corroborated by MLC as well as tehrir -
Hymen of prosecutrix was found to be torn - Plea of false implication as
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taken by accused not proved - Prosecutrix was a natural and honest witness
who had withstood test of cross-examination - Testimony of prosecutrix is
clear, cogent, consistent, credible, trustworthy and corroborated by evidence
on record - Prosecutrix was proved to be minor on the date of incident -
Defence of accused does not in any manner rebut presumption u/ss 29, 30 of
POCSO Act - Accused rightly convicted. (Delhi) (DB) 002

PROTECTION OF WOMEN FROM DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE ACT, 2005

S.12 - Proceedings under the Act is quasi civil in nature - Jurisdictional
Magistrate would not become functus officio once order is passed.

(Kerala) 246

S.12 - Proceedings u/s 12 of the Act - Mediation agreement - Challenge
as to - Proceedings disposed of in terms of mediation agreement - In the
absence of any challenge against order passed by Court accepting mediation
agreement, a challenge against mediation agreement alone would not lie -
Original Petition challenging mediation agreement alone thus, not maintainable -
Remedy available to petitioner for redressal of grievance voiced in original
petition is to approach the very same Court for recalling said order, as petitioner
contended that orders obtained by laying fraud on Court which decided after
affording parties an opportunity to adduce evidence - Said process cannot be
undertaken in a proceedings u/art 227 of Constitution. (Kerala) 246

SCHEDULED CASTES AND SCHEDULED TRIBES
(PREVENTION OF ATROCITIES) ACT, 1989

Ss.3, 4 - Complaint u/ss 3 and 4 of SCST Act dismissed at the stage of

summoning - From the allegations and evidence of complainant, no offence

made out - Complaint by accused against complainant, in their official capacity,

did not disclose personal grudge against complainant and therefore S.3(1)(q)

of the Act not attracted - No interference warranted in the impugned order.

(P&H) 392

Ss.3(1)(r), 3(1)(s), Indian Penal Code, 1860, Ss.506, 34 - Caste

based remarks over mobile phone - Alleged conversation over mobile phone

not in public gaze nor witnessed by any third party - Held, alleged use of

caste words cannot be said to have been committed within the public view -

Since no offence u/s 3 of SC & ST Act is made out, offence u/ss 506/34

IPC, which stemmed out of the alleged offence u/s 3 of SC & ST Act, is also

not made - Order framing charges as well as charge sheet quashed.

(P&H) 224

Ss.3(1)(u), 18, 18-A, Criminal Procedure Code, 1973, S.438 -

Anticipatory bail - Offence u/s 3(1)(u) of SC/ST Act - Acts of accused in

pouring cow-dung water in scene of occurrence after complainant had left

scene and then cleaning it with broom stick etc. will have the effect of

promoting or attempting to promote feelings of hatred or at least feelings of

ill-will against not only individual victim concerned, but also against members

of SC community as a whole group - Prima facie offence is made out against

accused - Bar u/ss 18, 18-A of SC/ST Act will apply - There is thus, no
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jurisdiction and competence for Court to consider the plea of anticipatory bail
u/s 438 Cr.P.C. (Kerala) 301

TERRORIST AND DISRUPTIVE ACTIVITIES
(PREVENTION) ACT, 1987

Ss.15, 3(3), 4(1), Indian Penal Code, 1860, S.120-B, Explosive
Substances Act, 1908, S.5 - Confession - Offence u/ss 15, 3(3), 4(1) of
TADA Act, S.120-B IPC and S.5 of Explosive Substances Act - Accused
stated before Designated Court that he was tortured by police and he had
nothing to do with alleged incident - He also stated that he has not made any
incriminating statement before PW28 - There is no record to show that
accused was warned as required u/s 15 of the Act and R.15(3) of TADA
Rules - Even PW28 did not explain accused that he had been produced to
record confession - There is nothing on record to prove voluntariness of
statement - Accused not made the statement voluntarily - Confessional statement
rejected. (S.C.) 094

*****

TERRORIST AND DISRUPTIVE ACTIVITIES (PREVENTION) ACT
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